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WATER TAKERS

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
a Success
The Rockland Gazette was established 1
In 1874 the Courier was estab-1 _
.
,
.
_
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
The second performance of "Not So
in 1882 The Free Press was established rnn» Aon"
„vpn hetter than the
ln 1855 and In 1891 changed its name to
B A?o was even beuer tnan tne
the Tribune These papers consolidated first. The members Of the cast pre'
March 17. 1897.
!

-ATTENTION-

111 1846

The water will be shut off Sunday
morning between 2 and 3 a. m. in the
Northend of Rockland on account of
repairs to a main line gate.

The

streets affected will include North

'Main and those easterly and northerly

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
When He Was Sixty-five
He paid his last annuai premium on a Twenty Payment
Life Insurance Policy. Hc was then beyond the insurable
age, but he wanted to still keep putting by the $96.00 per
year that his Life Insurance had cost him, so he commenced
to deposit $8.00 per month with .the Rockland Loan Sc Build
ing Association. That was in May, 1924, and he now has a
deposit of $747.04. This man is in excellent health and
confidently expects to continue his payments another six
years and then receive $1600.00. These facts, perhaps will
not appeal to younger men. but they may attract the at
tention of those beyond the insurable age who are still in
the game, and show/<hem that this Institution can be of
service to them as well as to the young or middle aged.

Rockland Loan & Building Association
1378tf

At the . Si on of
iNorth National Bank;

North

Who Helped Make School
Play “Not So Long Ago”

£
1^

Guide To .
Successful Business
“Make perseverance your friend, experience your

wise counselor, caution your elder brother, and

hope your guardian genius." Avail yourself of our
good faeilties and helpful service.

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

In the passing of Judge Frank
B. Miller, the City of Rockland
loses a highly honored and re
spected citizen, in all . his deal
ings and tn the discharge of his
duties, his judgments were al
ways impartial and he command
ed the respect and love of all
who knew him. I therefore re
quest the merchants to lower
their curtains on Monday, Dec.
1. from 1 to 2 p. m. during the
funeral services.
C. M. Richardson,
Mayor

CHRISTMAS
OPENING

SAUER KRAUT

MOODY’S

S W/iaf Would You Do
| If You Had

|

124 Hours to Live? |

|
|

nearly always profitable to botb parties
concerned. We, as bankers, realize this

fact and we are always eager to discuss
business and financial problems with our
depositors for that reason. We broaden

our knowledge and frequently are able to
aid our customers in reaching a satisfac
tory solution of their difficulties.

If you

have a business or financial problem on

which you would like counsel we invite
an opportunity to discuss it with you, in

confidence, at ycur convenience.

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
Safety

Service

A Member of the Financial Imtltntions Group of Banks
Financial Institutions. Inc. is a Maine corporation owning a majority
of the Capital Stock of 14 Maine banks having total resources of more
than 886 000.600. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
Institutions. Inc. ls owned by Maine capital and the corporation ls
managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
ln banking and financial operation.
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FRANK BURTON MILLER

LANDED IN WATER

Depth of Municipal Court Judge Long Prominent In Fra\
ternal, Political and Legal Affairs

Broken Crankshaft Causes
Stanley Boynton To Come
Down In Boston Harbor

PROCLAMATION

SEE

i

“IT WONT BE LONG NOW” |

An exchange of ideas and information is

THREE CENTS A COPY

Saturday
Issue

Forced down by a broken crank
Judge Frank B. Miller of the Rock- years from Rockland; was secretary shaft in his amphibian plane while
land Municipal Court died at his and treasurer of that committee four
home on School street at 10 o’clock years and chairman eight years and over Boston Harbor Thursday morn= sented Miss Pride with a handsome
yesterday forenoon, surviving by only was chairman of the county couven- ing, Stanley C. Boynton, carrying a
a few hours a shock much more tion in 1888. While a resident of Jordan MarshCompanyofficial
and
umbrella as an expression of their
severe than the first which he had Cushing he served as assessor, town i tWQchildren who were toparticipate
—
~ appreciation of her splendid work as
experienced in the courtroom while clerk and on the school committee.
hmiurb*
*
Truthfulness in work is as much -coach and she certainly deserves
demanded as truthfulness
Superior Court was in session two In 1889 he delivered the historical ln the Santa a p .
,
*
much
credit
for
the
patience
and
skill
weeks ago.
address at the Cushing centennial, hls plane and passengers to a safe
_ speech.—Hugh Black
* with which she achieved the uniform
The funeral services, because of In Rockland he served 17 years on j landing oil the surface of the harexcellence of the performance. Even
the very large number expected to the school board, a record which was bor.
----------------: the shorter parts of the maid played
____________________ _________________________________________ I The accident happened at 9.2(1.
“SETH PARKER" COMING
by Merial Merchant and the two
Boynton had picked up the children
---gushing girl neighbors, Phyllis Snowand Frank R. Glynn at the Boston
“Jonesport Folks” To Be At Pratt, man and Elsie Howard, showed
Airport and was starting to fly
A GROUP OF PLAYS
Memorial Church Wednesday Eve- painstaking care and attention to I
around Boston until 10 o’clock, when
nftig For “Tiirrible Good Time”
detail, though nobody had to teach
i they were due at the Charles River
those girls to giggle. They just nat-1 Adelyn Bushnell s Pupils
j Basin for the parade. They were
“Seth Parker," whose Sunday urally know how.
1 headed for Somerville when the
Gave Delightful Entertain
night neighborly meetings have be- Perhaps the most astonishing[
' crankshaft broke and the engine
come such an attractive and popular charges wrought by makeup were l
ment Last Evening
j stopped.
feature with radio fans, is to appear achieved in the parts of Michael |
] Boynton glided down to the surface
In a program at the Methodist Dover, played by Richard 8toddard | One of the mast effective enter
! and landed about a mile off Pier 50.
Church next Wednesday evening at and Rupert Hancock in the person of tainments ever staged in the Congre
The ship drifted up to the Chelsea
7.45. It is an authorized “Seth Park- Ted Lawrence. Not only did they gational vestry was the group of
J Bridge where two Customs officers
er Program," presented by special look middle aged or sophisticated but plays presented by pupils of Miss
went to their assistance.
arrangement with the Samuel they walked and talked in excellent Adelyn Bushnell last evening. The
Boynton, Glynn and the children
French Co. of New York, and all the imitation not only of their elders but first, a fairy tale. “How the Moon
climbed
to the top of the wings and
familiar characters among Seth in the dignified Victorian manner. Learned to Smile,” showed Mother
the Customs officers assisted them
Parker's neighbors, will be there. But Victorian or not John Moulaison Goose, June Cook, in despair because '
to a dock at the bridge. As soon as
as Sam Robinson was a scream! the sulky young moon boy, Nancy j
The cast will be as follows::
[ they were on dry land Mr. Glynn
Seth Parker . ............. Dr. H. V. Tweedie With Or wlthoUt his high bicycle he Snow, refused to do anything but j
hailed a passing automobile and pre
Ma ............................ Mrs. Thelma Stanley was sure of a laugh every time he pout
As a last resort she snatched
vailed upon the driver to speed them
Lizzie .......................... Miss Louise Dolliver came on the stage. Alvary Gay, the
up into the sky two huge baskets full
I over to the Charles River Basin so
Ralph ir'curk her0; P1^ what ’“Perhaps the of merry little children—Rose Bird.
as not to disappoint the thousands of
Jane .............................. Mrs. Ruth K. Hoch most difficult part of all, the perfect Mazie Joy. Barbara Derry and Laura
children waiting there for the plane.
John ........................................ Ra'ph Lewin gentleman
under trying circum- Pomeroy, to help her find out what
Boynton flew from Rockland in
Mrs. Hooper ........... Mrs. Esther Dolliver etnneps
His work whs sinepro con—
Cephus ................................ Frank Gardner s‘ances" His vorx was sincere, con
ailed him. Large clouds of white
the early morning through a snow
And some other neighbors
vincing and showed genuine charm.
cotton batting furnished the setting
storm and the wings of his plane were
The Seth Parker programs are full Lillias Reed, the leading lady, for the dainty dance in which the
! covered with ice and snow. He said
of humor, pathos and homely religi- Proved herself a consummate liar, earth children learn to trip the clouds
i when he reached the Airport he
ous faith. Jonesport will be in the wbo not only deceived people but and not fall through. The moon
j would not have made the flight ex
Methodist auditorium next Wednes- made them like it. Her voice had baby finally had his face washed and
cept for the fact that he did not
day evening and Seth Parker's neigh- unusual carrying power and her all the cobwebs disappeared. Mar
want to disappoint the children wait
bors are going to have “a turrible P°ise and distinction of manner were garet Robbins and Loleta Knight as
ing ln Boston.
good
time,"
at
their
Sunday
evening
mar
ked
for
a
girl
of
high
school
age.
the
stars
came
twinkling
out
and
all
........
° IPirAlwm Di nt
Evelyn Pietrosky tuArn
wore bnF
her vnrin/4
varied nvisi
and was well again.
“githering."
handsome costumes with grace and
“The Haunted House" was a sure
all: “I do not hear cases outside of
spoke her lines with the authority j enough boy’s play with plot and
the courtroom."
and dignity of a much older person, i counter plot, a pirate gang in the '
His sternness and his adherence to
Thelma Blackington was a sweet a]]Py and ghosts with clanking chains.
fixed rules furnish but one side of
young thing even when she was The boys. Harold Dondis, Meredith ,
the picture, for there was his strong
struggling to do the Grecian bend, Dondis. Bobby Crane. Sterling Morse. (
sympathy for the unfortunate, and
and the part of Rosamond Gill who Richard Ellingwood and Alfred ,
his determination that none should
We wish to announce our
believed herself to be simply irre Chapman, entered into the action 1
be prosecuted while in his charge.
sistible
as
played
by
Mary
Lawrence
with zest and showed real apprecia
Christmas Opening
Judge Miller served two terms as
was irresistibly funny and delightful. tion of the play's dramatic possibili
president of the Maine Association
for the week of
ties.
of Municipal Judges and was de
In "The Story of the Willow Plate”
DECEMBER 1
sired for a third term, but he dethe formal Chinese manner of pre
I clined, firm in the belief that the
sentation was followed exactly. The
honors should be fairly distributed.
I stage setting arranged by Dorothy
Judge Miller was an avid reader,
ED. DEAN of The Highlands has i Snow and Joseph Emery was perfectUNION, MAINE
particularly of current events and
been 47 years Struggling making ■ ly simple but extremely effective—
143-lt
matters historical, and was a verit
i a black background enlivened onlv
SAUER KRAUT
able encyclopedia of accurate infor
by a five foot gold dragon on either
to please everyone. If yon don’t
mation. It had become a universal
believe it, try one keg put up in side and a Chinese fabric at the back.
IN FIGHTING AGAINST
custom tn this city to refer to him
The
scenery
consisted
of
four
boxes.
Hon.
Frank
Burton
Miller,
Judge
of
the
Rockland
Municipal
Court,
Whose
those questions which others seemed
l/l gal. kegs $2.50
Heaven, a box covered with sky blue
FLU-GRIP
Death Took Place Yesterday
unable to answer.
4 gal. kegs $3.00
cloth, the house of the mandarin, anKeep tho bowolt open and take
Hls friendship—there was a valuother
covered
with
red,
the
bridge
EDWIN A. DEAN
be in attendance, will be held at Odd ■ excelled only by the late Alden Tyler,' able boon, coveted by all who held it.
BROWN’S RELIEF
with/yellow
and
the
house
of
the
Telephone 671-J
To such he was loyal to the
hero with green, with a bamboo pole Fellows hall in the immediate Vicini who served 18 years.
on rising and retiring
ROCKLAND, ME.
ty of his late home, and where he
Judge Miller was admitted to the ditch; to such opponents as had
for
the
river.
Elisabeth
Pomeroy
Norway Medicine Ce.
140S143
made a charming Mandarin's daugh had devoted so many happy and busy bar Oct. 3, 1899, being the last candi developed in the course of a long
ter and Agnes Flanagan as the ardent hours to hls beloved fraternity. date admitted under the old system j legal and political career he was
conducted by a county board of ex- as frankly uncompromising. "They
i lover had an excellent chance to dis- The time is 1 p. m. next Monday.
^*lllllllllllllllll|ll!!lll!l|||||||ll!llllll,ll!llllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIII^ | play her exceptional dramatic talent. ,
• « » •
I amlners. He opened an office on ■ know where Miller stands," was his
.J Main street in 1903.
[oft-repeated remark in discussing
5
s Dorothy Snow as the fat old man- ;
His connection with the Municipal mend or foe.
darin was convulsively funny espe- i Cushing Aug. 16, 1862 and traced his
cially when mellowed by repeated ancestry back to his great-great Court had its beginning in 1914, Today there are no foes. Tlie city
potations in celebration of his daugh grandfather Frank Muller, who was when on the death of L. F. Starrett, i and county which knew Frank
ter’s engagement to the wealthy born in Dusseldorf, Germany, and he was appointed recorder by Gov. j Miller so well is mourning the passHaines. June 4, 1917, he was ap ing of a valuable official and a
suitor whom she was determined settled in Waldoboro in 1753.
staunch friend.
never to marry. Hazel Marshall had
Judge Miller was a son of the late pointed judge by Gov. Milliken and
Judge Miller was married in June
the part of the property man, always William H. Miller, a farmer whn,1;ad since been reappointed by Gov<1
farmer
wno
prnors
Baxter
and
Brewster.
He
was
1891 to Miss Ida Tibbetts of Colum
j of the utmost importance in a had also worked in the shipbuilding
. Chinese play. He brings to the actors industry with the two oldest of the serving his 14th year in that ca bia Falls, whose death occurred April
whatever properties the part calls for ten brothers. The father died at pacity. In 1920 he was one of 10, 1925. His surviving relatives are
at the moment they are needed and the
of „7 and the mother whose Maine’s Presidential electors, casting two sisters—Mrs. Mary Crute and
Miss Fannie Miller of Cushing; three
tldles U4P,l e s'age,w
\ mCne r maiden
Margaret Achorn his vote for Harding and Coolidge.
Judge Miller was made an Odd nieces. Miss Fannie Crute, who is
over. Although not an actor himself. ™ ,
lacked j
f th
Fellow in Knox Lodge in 1894 and teaching in Winsted. Conn., and two
he is expected to produce any effect j
t
mark wh
h/d- „
served as noble grand in 1905. He nieces in Washington. D. C.: three
‘
fun
possession
of
her
faculties.
Mrs.
j to a full moon or a couple of departed Miller was a relative of Conrad was district deputy three years and ln nephews, Frank Crute of Cushing,
| souls. Attired in a real Chinese cos- Heyer, the first male child born ln 1908 was elected grand warden. The Charles Crute of Philadelphia, and
1 tume Miss Marshall fulfilled all her Waldoboro, and who lived to be 107. next year he was deputy grand one in California; and five greatduties and in the intervals pulled at Her grandfather, John Peter Walter master, and in 1910 became the head nephews.
a long pipe with the imperturbable
of the Grand Lodge of Maine. The
I
calm of the true Chinese property died at 96.
CAMDEN CHARITY EVENT
following year he was elected rep,“
P± resentative to the Sovereign Grand
man.
on
a
hundred-acre
farm
which
was
The musical accompaniments by
Lodge of thc World and in 1912 at Service Clubs In That Town To Have
~
By MILTON HENRY CROPPER
= Marshall Bradford were delightful, bought In 1756 by Lawrence Parsons tended-, the annual session in Winni a Benefit for the Unemployed,
of
Ireiand,
ln
exchange
for
a
yoke
producing charming or amusing
Der. 11
peg.
=
=
=
Presented by
H effects as the action required. Be of two-year-old steers. The farm
Judge
Miller
served
a
quarter
cen

S5
*
SS tween the plays the younger pupils has been in the Miller family since tury as secretary of the local lodge.
A program ol civic helpfulness has
1844 and was bought from Capt. He .was a past chief patriarch of been arranged and designed to in
=
Senior Class, Thomaston High School
ee entertained the company with a
series of short readings. The pleas- John Robinson who had embraced Rocklahd Encampment, I. O. O. F. clude all of the service clubs and oth
[ ure of the audience was well ex the Mormon religion and went with and had served as district deputy. er organizations in Camden. Spirited
a mpmbpr of Mlriam
pressed by the remark "If they can a colony to Nauvoo HL Eventually
effort of the several clubs seems to
keep this up they'll have to rename his journeylngs took him to Salt 0 of R mpmbsr „f Aurora
be the sentiment of the community to
; the vestry ’The Too Little Theatre'.” Lake City.
F. A. M.. a charter member of Penob- secure prompt and useful results in
Judge Miller's_early—schootiag-was,
“ „‘a
p of H
the present state of unemployment.
in District No. 3. Cushing. He cot vlew urange’ F 01 H a past Bridge, an entertainment worth
graduated from Hallowell Classical League, and since 1905 had been a several times the price of admission,
=
Tickets 50c. Checked at McDonald’s Drug Store, Thomaston
||
Academy in 1883.
of the Maine Historical So dancing throughout the evening and
The following year he attended a ! member
=:
Saturday, November %9
=
which on that year celebrated refreshments arc included in the
meeting of the Alumni Association ciety,
300th anniversary of the discov price of admission, 50 cents to all.
and was delegated to wait upon Hon. thc
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiniHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
ery of St. George's River by George Reservations for bridge tables should
James G. Blaine, candidate for the Waymouth.
be made early. Phone Camden 317-3.
Presidency, and request him to
* • • •
The Camden-Rockport Lions are
award the diplomas.
Judge Miller had been interested proud to announce that their own
Leaving
Hallowell
Academy
young
mm
in genealogy since his schooldays, and original club song, "Camden By
Miller taught school in Cushing and
in his spare moments worked on the Sea," will be presented in sou
Waldoboro, Warren, Columbia. Cut the history
of the family and of his venir form at this event. The words
ler
and
Columbia
Falls,
his
educa

ESTHER HOWARD, Soprano
native town. His work in connection were written by Past King Lion J.
tional work ranging from grade to with
soldiers of the Revolution, late H. Montgomery and the music was
LYDIA T. STORER, Contralto
high schools. In 1890 he organized a ly printed
in the columns of this composed by their pianist, Everett
High
School
in
Addison.
Js
402 Main Street
Next To Woolworth’s Tel. 465
is
soon
to appear in book Grieves. This song is to be broadcast
HAROLD GREENE, Tenor
From the time of his graduation 7 “
T. ,
been
his hope to com- over the air and copies sent to all
until
1890 Judge
Miller
read law in. plete soon hi.
parts of the United States, proceeds
MARSHALL BRADFORD, Bass
..
_
.
„
.
v,
his
history
of Cushing,
Budget Plan
the office of Foster E. Harvey at wWch was
h
* to go to civic and industrial advance
FAITH G. BERRY, Accompanist
mLu wni
StUdleS tion Preservation of this material ment. Your support is asked. Thc
First
Me™ m inh h,d ne.eH . ’Wch hp had bfe" E0
^arS date is Thursday. Dec. 11
Payment
eHHnv n
, V
, M
accumulating, was one of the mateditor of the Lincoln County News, • t
hj , * h, „Patevt concern A Jewish school has been opened In
CONGREGATIONAL
A Year to Pay
and later for a brief period, was edithe new synagogue in the Everett L.
tor of The Courier-Gazette, succeed- d^n« the concladlng days of hla
Spear block at The Brook. A rabbi
CHURCH
ing
the late Gen. Herbert M. Lord, ‘ F,ilnk B
n Mlllpr was Probab>y the is in charge.
Complete
who had eone to another field
wno naa gone to^anomer Held.
most widply known o{ Maine’s muand Installed
! nicipal judges, because of the unique YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Judge Mills's newspaper work in J and uncompromising methods which
this city paved the way to political ’ he employed ln dealing with the If I had to live my life again I would
Never before to our knowledge has the nationally
have made a rule to read some poetry
office, and in September 1890 he affairs of this important office. For and
listen to some music at least once
was elected register of deeds. He 14 years he had stood as a bulwark a week.
known KOLSTER K43 RADIO been offered at this
The loss of these tastes ls a
was re-elected in 1894 and 1898, against lawlessness in this city, and loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
low price. This powerful 8-Tube Triple Screen-Grid
receiving in the last named election his administration have been so sucINDIAN SUMMER
all but twelve of the votes cast cessful that the blemish of disrepute
with Improved Dynamic Seaker makes this radio our
A soft veil dims th$ tender skies
DECEMBER 3
in his home town of Cushing. He which was associated with Rock- And
half conceals from pensive eyes
was nominated again in 1902, but land's name in former years had The bronzing tokens of the fall;
Outstanding Value of the season. Five Dollars First
8.15 o'clock
the county had meantime been lost given way to a reputation of being A calmness broods upon the hills.
summer’s parting dream distills
Payment delivers the radio to your home with a week
to the Republicans. In 1908 he was one of the best cities in the State And
A charm of silence over all.
drafted for the Senatorial nomina from a moral standpoint.
HEAR
ly payment of Two Dollars.
As the presiding officer of Rock The stacks of cori: in brown array.
tion, and in 1912 accepted the clerk
waiting through the placid day.
of courts nomination rather than al- land's Municipal Court friend or foe, Stand
Like tattered wigwams on the plain;
DON’T WAIT! HEAR IT TODAY!
such famous songs as
1 low a vacancy on the ticket. His rec rich or poor looked alike to Judge The tribes that find a shelter there
ord as register of deeds was especially Miller. Offenders expected strict Are phantom peoples, forms of air.
Quartette from ‘Rigoletto’ satisfactory, and the system saw sentences when they went before And gho«ts of vanished Joy and pain.
Authorized Agency
many improvements under his ad him but they knew that the Ill- At evening when the crimson crest
pas es down the west.
Trio from ‘Faust’
ministration.
favored would fare as well as the Of sunsetthe
whispering host returning;
In all he had seven nominations man with wealth and influence. He OnI hear
far-off fields, by elm and oak.
and others
1 for the county ticket; was a member was often besought to adjust mat I see the light< I smell the smoke.—
Camp-fires of the Past are burn
of the county committee nine years ters without the formality of a court The ing.
143-lt
from Cushing and Friendship and 13 trial hut his answer was the same to
Tertiu- md Henry van Dyke,

!

Discussions can be
mutually valuable

ETTE

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
MONDAY, DECEMBER 1

|
j

EASTERN RADIO CO.

KOLSTER
$84.50

WORLD RADIO CORP. OF BOSTON

Next
Wednesday

The Courier-Gazette

WITH THE BOWLERS

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_______

r

kland. Me., Nov. 29, 1930.

Frank S. Lyddle,
rappeared
who on oath declares that he ls Press

man in the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Nov 27. 1930. there was printed a total
W. H. BUTLER.
of 6280 copies.
Notary Public.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 29, 1930
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I Planes, Pilots
* r,
I

1"

1 . .................. -

Dec.

1—I.

• ................

•

.....

1931

City Learue
L. Snow Co. vs. Burpee Furn.

1 Dec. 2—40 Club 3 vs. The Pirates

—and—

*

The Lord is my light and my sal
vation; whom shall I fear? the Lord
is the strength of my life; of whom
shall I be afraid?—Psalm 27:1.

''

Dec 19 sees the completipn of the
first round of the two leagues at
* Carr's alleys. The schedules up to
4 that date are:

"j.

Passengers ♦

»5»

Dec. 4—Ford Motor Co. vs. Rockland
Body Shop
Dec. 5—Federals vs. Street Railway
Dec. .8—Federals vs. Burpee Furniture
Dec. 9—I. L. Snow Co. vs. The Pirates
Dec. 11—40 Club 3 vs. Rockland Body
Shop
Dec. 12—Ford Motor Co. vs. Street Rail
way
Dec. 15—I. L.Snow Co. vs. 40 Club 3
Dec. 16—Burpee Furniture vs. Street
Railway
Dec 18—Federals vs. Rockland Body Shop
Dec. 19—Ford Motor Co. vs. The Pirates

CHRISTMAS CLUB

4-4">+++->+*4">4"!“54'4"S1•>+•!•♦♦♦
(By F. V. F.)
Our first meeting with Frank B.
The Rockland-Portland plane has
Miller took place in the front yard
flown through every day it was
of his home in Friendship. We were
scheduled to make the trip in the two
County League
weeks it has been operating. In spite Dec. 1—Perry's Market vs. 40 Club No.
both very young men. The visit to
of bad weather conditions it has been
2 0 No 1
I
him on that occasion had in it the
delayed* only once in starting and Dee. 2—Central Maine vs. Dark Horses
purpose of securing his services in
Dee
3
—
L
P.
Dragons
vs.
5
Aces
that was on Tuesday, when fog Dec 5—Kickapoo vs. Wholesalers
some capacity—we forget at this dis
blanketed this whole region until late
8—Perry’s Market vs. 5 Aces
■ ill
in the morning. Even when Pilot Dec.
tance of time the details of it—which
Dec 9—Central Maine vs. Kickapoo
Bean
took
off
at
1
o'clock
the
sky
Dec
10
—L. P C. Dragons vs. 40 Club No.
brought him into association with
2 or No . 1
was still overcast with low lying
Dec. 12—Wholesalers vs. Dark Horses
this paper, a contact Then estab
clouds but the weather report from
—L. P. C. Dragons vs. Perry's Mar
lished which was never altogether
Portland said it was clearing there Dec. 15ket
and with a west wind blowing that Dec. 16
lost, and at one period, somewhat
—Dark Horses vs Kickapoo
was all the assurance he needed. By Dec. 17—40 Club No. 2 or No. 1 vs.
brief, consisted in his editorship of it.
4 o'clock the plane was back
Dec 19—Central Maine vs. Wholesalers'
It was a connection valued upon both :
It was on Tuesday also that the
• • • •
sides and mutually helpful. Readers
aerial newspaper route was extended
In
the
City
League
to
Vinalhaven.
As
soon
as
the
»
,
«
„ Thanksgiving
will recall many of Judge Miller’s
Travel Air came to a stop in front of Eve *;h® F L. Snow Co. had a subwritings which have reached the
the hangar three men unlpaded and stantial margin over the Rockland
public through these columns, in
weighed the papers, replacing those Body Shop. Brault had high total
particular his recent story of the
destined for Vinalhaven in the cabin. and E. Nelson high string—107. The
These had been wrapped in heavy i summary
Revolutionary soldiers of this region,
paper and bound with wire so the i /• L- Snow Co. Beaudoin, 253;
a contribution of highest historical
"—"
packages would not burst open on ^dlis, 275; Snow, 260; Ames, 277,
value and representing in its prepare- Rnth p BIodgrtt of New York and Thomaston. Whose Second Book, striking the ground. The plane then I Brault' 28®:
}35E
tion an amount of painstaking
“Wind From the Sea," Is Listed Among the Fall Announcements . took off and headed for the island., Rockland Body & Fender Shop—
research difficult to estimate, It ls ____________________________________________________________ _ Arriving there it circled an open field O Nelson, 271; Newbert, 237: Johnniitsirip thp villtee where some small1 son, 249, Harjula, 256; E. Nelson, 283;
this work that soon is to appear in
Because the ties of family a-sociate influence of the World War, with its
waited for ft. and swooping low, total, 1296.
book form upon which there will her with the old colonial town, a con- hectic aftermath, and through it all ^'pped the bundles of papers. Due |
• » • •
naturally attend that note of regret nection which she reeognizes by makrea£er~follows jUchjiracters^wfih w the initiative of Bill Wincapaw „,^^e results at-Carr’sJast night:
Wholesalers
1471, L. P. C. Dragons.
he^cho^n ' ^g^p^eP0^traveim7,U^e ^
“trXt^I&ilway
always •? eparable from the passing lng it her hoAie lh‘the summer sea- |
1241; Forty
, “ ’y
.
Uies has been re- Club No. 3, 1330.
if one whose work, from the human son, we thirtk of Ruth Blodgett al- field of fiction.
ways
as
a
Thomaston
girl,
and
upon
Speaking
of
her
first
book,
a
re'
Hnw^morp^ha^ont-hau'
at^nlv
a
And
point of view, lies uncompleted.
that account if no other would be view said: "Miss Blodgett has a fresh d“^ addiHnnfli cost What used to l
there remains the history of his attracted by any announcement of and humorous observation: she ex- ’llght ad“al
LEATHER PUSHERS
rnin7 s n^w ac
/
native town, upon which he had spent her ~contr?bulions in lhe current mbits an .bounding intereet In pee“
„ 2In iit, tU.S
week
certainly the nto., .elcc,
j ,"S‘„ S W.S Bud Fisher, In New Role As
uncounted years of patient toil, the catalogues. We have only ,h„
this week
material of which had at the last of f°uQd opportunity to read her "Wind gredient in novel-writing, and unintended and should be used
Promoter, Puts Across a
nnwnopv, ci cnnipfinn ond in nn From
Sea' wnich had honorable doubtedly she knows her Massachu- , *a® th H
f individuals dnelt approached completion and in no p[ace
Ust Harcourt Brace & setts ■■
opinion which this second
,*3.^ ^.nker^ondbusiness
Good
Boxing Bill
lene*
time
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have
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set
forth
foil nnMinotinnc and
oft.
~nrvfi«<rv.c
tors,
lawyers,
bankers
and
busines
long time would have been set forth co.'s fau publications, and soon aft- book confirms.
J men whose time is valuable; women
in print.
1 erward went into circulation. It is
“I wrote at least one-half of ‘Wind | who desire the most comfortable
Red Grange and Gid Alric ate too
His able occupancy of this honor- Miss Blodgetts second book. Those From the Sea' in Thomaston," said means of travel will find it indis- much
_ Thanksgiving
_____ _______
turkey
Day to do
,,
,. , , , ,. . .
.
* who last year read her first adventure Miss Blodgett last summer in a per
able field of local historian, while between Jcovers _ ..Bird s Oot To sonal letter. "My writing place is a pensable after being accustomed to themselves full justice in the main
bout at the fisticuffs festival that
busily pursued, laid no interference Fly,"—are not surprised that
it glorified hen-house in the back-yard, it.
* * * *
night, and while there were occaupon the tasks which made up the quickly railto its third edition, which with a grand view. I never could
Booth Tarkington having | JVrtisnri' anrlC bark" WednpRd 'iv Si°hthie?aS^^°f rugged battling their
sum of Judge Miller's professional publishers will assure you is the understand
hovn hie
ktt.rt,. viAdAme
ca hieh
back Wednesday, exhibition, did
notuseem
exception with first books. Moreover tA
to have
his study
windows so
high i, „ _Portland
1Q _n and
h,the
-------— to please the
life. To these and to other obliga- it had the recommendation of the up he couldn't see out."
' on „b’Jrs“e,pJS, “If fa"! "®ar y as“uah 85 dld
oth«
Some day there is going to be writ- 2 st. . C,1P
‘
' four bouts. Alrick was mostly the
tions which come to the man of Book of the Month Club; the reviews
Rockland flew to Portland. Thurs- aggressor, but much of his progress
of It
it were
almost without
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a otui.y
story that
shall ua,c
have 1UI
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iaun- Ul
went tiuuum
wiuiuut CALcpt.uu
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umt anon
its , ' .
..
OR.v, thorp uoro threo'nna. vac
,
»h„
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facile
he was consistently faith<ul
His circle of friends was path
favorable and expressed the opinion theme these coast regions of Maine, t„\orc ,a P^tianri r h Rrlwm md
lhat the Lofty
.ul His circle of friends was gath
ise Qf
wjth
q{
q( sengers to Portland^R Brawn and Pugilist from Portland appeared to
Camden
ered to him out of a wide range of cess in the fleld 0( authorship.
which history, romance and adven- son’ and Mrs' f
lefA.hiSf pap back at thhe dinner
personality, attracted by a character
“Wind From the Sea" brings to us ture offer themselves to the imagina- !
m r r t undherv hr' M1S ngnn”B *'as a bu cumtugged .nd friendly, and nn.wertng Bo,ton o, th, e„l, nine,ies. on,
don. I, would
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ut, obllg.»'
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A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP
city, thereby set forward another such a tale could be devised, than n of a few hours he took off on a re- highly satisfactory, and not even the
tions laid upon him by the offices, step from its "Early American" study made from "a glorified henturn
flight
to
that
point.
most
critical
patron
could
find
fault
large and small, which he was called background. The author has an house," with its windows, not “so
Sunday, Nov. 23, William M. Clark on the ground that there was lack
upon to fill. Out of the hardy char abounding perception of that period high up." looking out on river and flew in from Hanover, Mass., -in a of action.
in
which
Beacon
Hill,
Mount
Vernon
shores
which
have
echoed
the
sound
acter of his ancestry and the simple
Kitty Hawk, with his two brothers. Thc preliminary, for instance, was
street, Louisburg Square and Pinck- of Indian warfare, and in the neighatmosphere of a village home was ney street were struggling against borhoods of which a hardy race of After dining with H. R. Shibles of unusually good and the fans saw a
they returned to the air well matched pair in K. O. Coro and
fashioned a life useful and honorable submergence by that rising tide men and women participated in a Rockland
port and flew back to Hanover.
the Mystery Kid. Both were tired in still on his feet, and still able to give Cameron and son and Mr. and Mrs. home with Mr. and Mrs. Carl
and rounded with the elements of a styled progress—a part of the narra- development contemporaneous with
Mitchell
F. Pickard, a Curtiss-Wright stu the last round, and were entitled to and take, he got the big hand that his James Cameron.
tive that receives admirable handling that of the Massachusetts which this dent at the Portland base, dropped be, for they fought hard. There was pluck deserved.
Elmer Messer and daughter Mrs. 1
-------------- —
real success.
To the story's unfolding is lent the author knows so well.
city Insurca Lor Liability
James Dondis was the third man Colby Post of Rockland have had
in Tuesday on his way to his home not much choice between the two.
Conn hag
town, Calais. He was flying a Moth.
Yeung Gray of Belfast, who has in the ring. He announced that Bud their buildings shingled and painted The cit „f New Ha
The first annual ball of the Rock
Mrs. Earl Files and son of Portland
After a two hour trip from Presque been attracting much attention since Fisher had challenged Cecil Grant, Raymond Butler doing the work.
secured public liability and property
FRIENDSHIP
land police department was held in
and Mr. and Mrs. Colby Morton of 1 isle, the Ireland Amphibian. 87-K, he made his ring debut, faced a rangy and that thc latter had accepted.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Hawes and damage insurance on all its streets
Temple hall Wednesday night, and
The next local exhibition will be (laughter and I. E. Starrett spent, and sidewalks. The premiums are
Mrs. Marilla J.Armstrongof Win- New York sPent Thanksgiving with arrived here at 9.30, Jerry Smead person in Young Delano of Waterwas a great success from the stand chester. Mass.,and Friendship died Mrs- Grace Morton Smith in Massa- piloting, with . "Bud" McKenney as ville. but the latter was not equal to Dec. 12.
Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest expected to be less than the amount
point of financial receipts as well as at her Winchester home Nov. 26. chusetts.
! passenger. The 87-K 'hadJ *been on the barrage which ~
Gray turned loose
L. Starrett in Warren.
of losses that would be paid by the
fete
entertainment
which
it
furnished.
Stephen Prescott <s making his city.
ifrbA bA,,c
i ffiie" had been in Ul health for sevMrs. Leslie Burns returned home 1 patrol around Jackman during the upon him and kissed the mat freUNION
A, ,b„ b'euCOatn and eral years but the end was hastened Wednesday after spending several search for Kaufman. It was the ■ quently. The second round was not
netahnnt
proceeds Ol tne
Will1, «*
give . 1_„ _ ___ JJ__ it, *.______
:____a
«nininr» nf .Qmpari u’hn flpw nil. nvpr ’VPrv nlH wh#»n bi« QPnnnrl throw thn
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ve by a sudden ill turn. She 2_
is _____
survived
weeks visiting friends and __
relatives
opinion of Smead who flew all over 'very old when his second threw thc
;wem aDout
548 apiece. Patrolman by
Robert w and RusseII ln Gardner and Cambridge. Mass.
that territory that a man could not towel into the ring.
Mrs. Colby Post of Rockland spent
CharlesI«m'aAlrt
V  01 Winchester. F. Douglas of Beach
Capt. and Mrs. James Burns re- lose himself where they were looking The next bout introduced acouple Thanksgiving Day with her father, |
Ingraham sold the bulk off tb
the H
tick
and three daughters Mrs. turned home from Portland Wednes- for Kaufman. On the arrival of a of strangers—Young Odette of Fair- Elmer Messer, who returned home
ets, and together with the other Bluffs,
Challenger-Robin flown by Ralph field and Eddie Kid Ray of Augusta. with her and will spend the winter j
Helen Pratt of Greenfield, Miss day.
members of the force are highly ap Dorothy
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Sterling spent Ralph Merritt remained to see Bill These boys were pretty evenly there.
of Winchester
preciative of the generous and and Mrs. Armstrong
Rinehart of New Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs. Al took that plan and flew back therQ matched, both were strong at the
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Jameson and 1
spontaneous manner in which the York city;Elizabeth
to get his Thanksgiving dinner, j finish, and the bout could be termed son
also seven granfisons and vin Stone in Rockland,
of Warren accompanied by Mrs. [
public responded. They felt especial
Ralph
erritt
remained
to
see
Bill
little
else
than
a
draw.
Adrian
Marchand
motored
to
Me

Y. R. Hawes of this place motored
ly pleased that so many non-resi five granddaughters. Her husband chanics Falls Thursday to spend Wincapaw on business
The
one
Rockland
man
on
the
eveto Boston where the lat- :
dents patronized them. As an in Robert M. Armstrong died several Thanksgiving with his parents.
Bob Scott ferried one of the Ox- ning's bill 4?hs Al. Wilson, who re- Wednesday
ter spent the holiday and weekend
stance Patrolman Ingraham tells of years ago.
Robins
down
from
Presque
Isle
Friturned
to
the
ring
but
recently,
after
Mrs. Gladys Fletcher is employed
Dr. and Mrs. Randall J. Condon
standing in front of a New York car
day, arriving here at 3 p. m. He was j a long absence due to the fact that he with her daughters.
housekeeper at Ellis Hurd's.
about
and holding up one of the paste- entertained
, .. .
_ , 55 friends ar.d as Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mank and
and Mrs. W. H. Hahn spent accompanied by Bob McKay in an- i was seriously injured in a bout a few son
boards “What's that?” the Awnar ! relatives at a Thanksgiving party at
Donald spent Thanksgiving Day j
asked “We're having a nnlire hail •’ the
brick schoolhouse, Hatchet Thanksgiving Day with relatives in other Ox-Robin belonging to Merritt, >'ears ago. He was outpointed in his with Mrs. H. A. Hawes.
Scott and McKay and operated match with Cecil Grant of Waterville
rephed Eddie ^e stra^gei- count- Cove- last Saturda>' afternoon. Miss Rockland,Rockport and Camden,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ayer enter- >
ed off 10 and handed theg surprised Frances Cook delivered the address 1 EverettThompson of Loudville is under the name of Northern Maine J Wednesday, being floored a number
These three boys who retimes- The old fighting spirit was tained Thanksgiving Day the follow- j
patrolman $5. Kirk's 6-piece or- of welcome and Dr. Condon then gave ill at the home of Mrs. Delora A. Airways.
ceived their limited commercial li- txare tbe old punch was not, and ing guests: Mr. and Mrs. Percy .
chestra furnished music for the ball i 8 sbort talk about his recent Eu- Simmons at Hatchet Cove.
Marks of Bath, Mr. and Mrs. George
and was at its best. Four hundred r°Pean travels. Besides Dr. Condon Eugene Brown has returned from censes here last spring, have been uben “e cameHhrough the six rounds
flying their plane around Presque
fiftv tickets were taken nt the rinnr i there were three others present who Boston.
As
might be
Mrs.
Ella barnstorming
Mr- and Mrs.
as migm
oe expected
expected the
tne dancing
dancing 'j had taught in
„ the school,
„---- com
e from
with Charles
it and Morton of Isle all summer. What with the insurface was well crowded ’ but everv- Cook' Mrs- Hattie Parsons
Wotton
Rockland
spent Thanksgiving Day
„J
_____With Mvc
A 1 Uovti nn A
their pay at the Curtiss-Wright base
and Miss Nellie Davis, and all made with Mrs. Albertina Monton.
body had a good time.
The automobile of Jack
ack Newbig up there they have made enough to
short speeches. It is interesting to
note that the swinging copper sign overturned Thanksgiving morning pay the expenses of maintaining and
Earle Drinkwater, a modest mem which hangs outside the schoolhouse but he escaped without injuries. The overhauling their plane and have
ber of the Kickapoo's crew, has no door was made for Dr. Condon by car was quite badly damaged
built up almost time enough for their
desire to sail under false colors, hence the manual training department oi
transport licenses. They will fly
the statement that “Captain Earle the Cincinnati schools where he was
back home today.
MATINICUS
Drinkwater commanded the lifeboat superintendent before retiring tc
which went to the rescue of Keeper make his home in Friendship. j Hiram Smith of Rockland, who
Barnes" should properly have read Guests of honor were Dr. Condon's died in Union, Nov. 21 was born at :
“Boatswain" Drinkwater. The Kick daughter. Mrs. Frank C. Foster and
Hundreds of Christmas gilts
S’”
apoo, as 1 everybody knows, is com his grandson Randall Condon Foster „
Smlth'
will be bought this year . . •
You will finrf our stores completely stocked for
manded by Capt. Albert Hays, and, of New York. During the social hour Hnrt^n
5’ 18,79 l°
it may be added, has done some re refreshments were served, Mrs. Conwith whole-hearted, worrylif„ d
gl®at®r Part of i
Christmas and ready to offer you a varied assort
markably good work.
don being assisted by Mi». Rufus ,*S Lfe on ¥atnLlcu,s;
few years
ment of useful and beautiful gifts. With a
free pleasure ... by members
Condon, Miss Ava Wallace and Miss
Bockla^.wbere h>s
thought as to how we might serve you better wc
of our 193,1 Christmas Savings
Eleanor
Pottle
home
was
at
the
time
of
his
death.
The Salvation Army drive has now
have made an effort to have everything ready di
STm‘tb ^'as ,a metnber.o£
Club . . . whose small weekly
netted ril50 and there are strong Mrs. Nellie ' Wotton Brazier of ,
rectly following Thanksgiving.
& C^r
tiopes that it will reach $1200. The Dedham spent Thanksgiving with £°dge,'
deposits were made without
her
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alason
E.
er
~
the
Island
Home
Lodge,
K.
of
promoters wish the public to know
P. He was known and liked by a
the least sacrifice. We are
how deeply its generosity is appre Wotton.
This year perhaps more than ever before, useful
Miss Irene Morton of Kent’s Hill large circle of friends and will be
ciated. At the very outset of the
now organizing our 1S31 Club.
missed
by
all.
Funeral
services
were
gifts
will
be
the
choice
of
the
giver
.
.
.
gifts
that
winter season, and with a business Seminary spent the holiday with her held Nov. 24 at Rockland and at
lighten drudgery in the home . .. that are useful as
You are invited to join. SI a
depression in evidence, it is felt that mother Mrs. Eudavilla Morton.
Mr, and Mrs. Daniel Giroux Matinicus Nov. 25, where the body
an excellent showing was made.
well as beautiful. What better selection than elec
week will give you over $51
was
brought
for
burial.
Deceased
is
(Myrtle Burns) of Waterville are rfetrical appliances!
next Christmas.
ceiving congratulations on the birth survived by his wife and ten nieces
and nephews, Mrs. E. P. Cooper and
Max Collins, son of Mr. and Mrs. of a son Sundav Nov 23
Charles Collins of Miller street, Bel'
*
23'
Ira Smith of Wollaston, Mass., Mrs.
All merchandise will be delivered free of charge to
fast, recently wrote at the net speed
°f L5'T Harry Look of Farmington, Mrs. Fred
local residences any time up to and including Christ
of 50 words a minute in a 15-minute
and
belr parents Philbrook. Mrs. .Flora Philbrook, Mrs.
mas Day.
speed test on the Royal typewriter
Mends' 0°l Frank
’
Albert RiPle>’. Fred Ames, Weston
rranx ^mes, Evelyn Ames and Lavon Ames
Springfield MaTs Mr^Colltas1^16’ Hussey surPrised him Wednesdav
all of Matinicus.
Good presswork and ty
SHOP EARLY for only in this way will you realize
the greatest satisfaction in buying from a complete
normal department at Bay Path.
pography are mechani
was spent and refreshments were imaramzrararaiajBrararzragrazja
assortment. Again we extend a cordial invitation
served.
cal certainties in our
to you to make this store your headquarters . .. meet
One hundred babies are wanted at
W. Scott Carter is building a 40CHRISTMAS SAVINGS CLUB
printing work. It's what
Megunticook Grange Fair next Fri foot boat with a 22-foot cabin on it
your friends here and feel artiome.
day afternoon, the age limit being for Wilbur Mills of Camden.
______ The
precedes them that de
two years. Prizes will be awarded to , boat will be used for pleasure parties.
velops good printing
143tf
the reddiest. straightest. curliest When this boat is completed, Mr.
“Electrical Appliances... the Gift of a
>:3ikMlSlX3!St3>Sl>>MkM4&;3<2-.3:9:2i»5.2,3.3jS,2.2,5 5l5ili2-.2;i(2i5.3
haired, noisiest, quietest, smallest and Carter has an order for a 38-foot
salesmanship ... the
largest babies.
cabin cruiser for Harry K. Shaw of
Thoughtful Giver”
brains, taste and attrac
New York. This work will keep the
tiveness in preparation.
There was some complaint last 1 Carter boat shop operating all win“Mighty Monarchs of the
week because the Indian Summer t-er
IN BIG DEMAND JUST NOW
weather was not seasonal, but the Word was received in town WedAir”
complaint vanished yesterday morn- nesday of the death of Andrew J.
LET S ESTIMATE
An Old Family FOB COLD AND COUGH TIME
ing when the thermometers were Munroe, who was employed at the
Doctor’* Favorite
YOUR
JOB!
registering only 12 above.
Davis Farm, Union. Mr. Munroe was
Prescription.
---------------—
a brother of Mrs. Jane Carter
oar atorao
At any of
ELECTKICAL SPECIALISTS
Time-Tried and Tested. Safe and
Thc destruction of Sprucewold, the
...
(Your Local Authorized Dealer
Effective Specific for All Ills and
well known resort at Boothbay Hars ®tacy. SlIumons and
for Majestic Products)
bor and one of the show places of Lt‘..n,.
Damariscotta spent
Ailments from Inflammation. An
585
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND,
ME.
indispensable Household Remedy.
the Maine coast will bring regret to', Mr ao‘d MreTcNorton
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Wh°
^of^dS? Ml and
Sold Everywhere ln Liberal Bottles.

FRANK BURTON MILLER

Is now open for membership—

You are cordially invited to join

4% PAID

In order that club members for

1930 may be enabled to SHOP

EARLY, we will pay checks at

the main bank and branches on

MONDAY, DECEMBER 1
Please call for your check.

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND

a

Rockport

Union

Warren

Vinalhaven

dgbthe

CHRISTMAS
SAVINGS
CLUb

Ready

—for Christmas

A.

a

JOE

GIFTS

POINTING

Rockland Savings Bank

otlqfeAtic
ELECTRIC RADIOS

Central Maine PowerCompany

House-Sherman, Inc.

Ballard’s Golden Oil
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DAY AND NIGHT FURNITURE SALE
. '
I
,
'
• ”.
■ '
. •
On Thursday, December 4th, and Until Christmas—Every Day and Night
d

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Opens the Greatest Home Furnishings Sale Ever Offered the People of Maine

ENTIRE $100,000.00 STOCK MARKED DOWN
Wait

Fop

This Sale — Catalog of Bargains Will Be Delivered To Your Home This Week
T

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 1 - Lady Knox Chapter, D. A. R.,
meets with Mrs. Irene Moran.
Dec. 1—Ruth Mayhew Tent Christmas
fair. G. A. R. hall.
Dec. 3-Annual Methodist fair.
Dec. 3-Rockport -Annual Christmas
fair and supper of the Methodist Ladies’
Aid.
Dec. 3-4—Thomaston—Annual Fair
the Ladled Aid at the Methodist vestl
Dec. 5—Methebesec Club meets
Grand Army hall. Meeting of Dec. 12 to
be omitted.
Dec. 7—Elks Memorial Services, Strand
Theatre.
Dec. 10—Tair and supper of Womenfs
Auxiliary of St. Peter’s Church.
Dec. 10— Rockport—Christmas fair and
supper of Baptist Sewing Circle.
Dec. 10—Thomaston—Christmas fair of
the Episcopal Ladies’ Guild in the parish
rooms.
Dec. 12 — Camden — Entertainment for
benefit of unemployed.
Dec. 19 (7.15)—Copper Kettle porch,
opening meeting Woman’s Educational
Club.

The water will be shut off Sunday
morning from 2 to 3 o’clock at the
i Northend above Rankin block. The
1 cause is repairing of a main line i
gate.

The Maine Central is offering re
duced rates for those who wish to at
tend the State Grange sessions in
Lewiston next week. There will be
a reception in City Hall Monday
night.
P-'

IN

SERMON

AND

SONG
IN

THE

SERMONETTE

sing “dock of Ages," Dudley Buck.
At the Tuesday prayer and praise
service the subject will be "Balaam."
« * * *
Universal Bible Sunday will be ob
served at the First Baptist Church
tomorrow and the subject of the ser
mon will be, “A Bible Chain." The
quartet will sing, “The Lord Reigneth,” Frey and “Father in Heaven,”
Briggs. The church school will meet
at 12 m„ and the Christian Endeavorers at 6 o’clock. At the people’s
evening service at 7.15 the hymns for
the big sing will be selected by the
quartet which will sing “Onward
Christian Soldiers," Peace and Carl
ton Porter sing a solo. Mr. MacDon
ald will give his last sermon on
"Figures," subject, “The Final Four."
The special evangelistic services
under Homer W. Grimes will begin on
Tuesday evening.

The Great Chemist
The annual Methodist fair will be
This materialistic age depends
held Wednesday with Mrs. Ida Simupon science rather than upon
! mons in charge. Extra fine attracGod. Mightily impressed by
' tions have been arranged and the
modern achievements In world
• booths will be well stocked with
laboratories we look to our master
charming Christmas remembrances,
minds to lead us out of poverty,
foods and candies.
|
___
and by their skill to clothe and
feed us. Man looks to himself
Announcement is made by Ensign
rather than tfc his God.
Otis, secretary, that the Knox Bar
An ordinary vegetable garden
Association will meet at the Court
might well make us ponder. In a
| House at 12.30 p. m„ Monday to at
The Country of the Tarasque
comparatively small space we
tend the funeral of Judge Frank B.
At
Tarascon in France we think of !
plant. We furrow up one soil, use
First zero morning of the winter Miller, at Odd Fellows’ hall.
Tartarin, the hero of Dauvet’s ro- ,
the
same
fertilizer,
and
when
all
recorded today.
and of King Rene, whose
is done the human eye can see no mance,
No further information has been
is now a prison. The festival
difference in the appearance of castle
received
concerning
Wesley
N.
Wasof the Tarasque, the cruel monster.
Winslow-Holbrook Post is invited
the ground prepared. The seed of
the Rockland student, who dis
nearly two thousand years ago, is
to meet with Storer-Collins Post, in gatt,
planted receives the same degree I something each tourist should try
appeared
from
Dartmouth
College
Union, next Tuesday.
of moisture, is smiled upon by the ' and see at Whitsundive, when St.
one week ago last Sunday night. The
same sun and subjected to the Martha of Bethany, dressed as a
family believes that his absence is
Belfast, is having a military circus temporary and that he will eventually
same variations of temperature.
beautiful girl, leads the Tarasque by
next week, under the auspices of the return to his home.
Four months later we reap. The , a silk cord In a great procession,
I
___
National Guard Company.
;orn and potatoes have absorbed Which ends in a great merrymaking.
into themselves the starches. The It is attended by people from all the
If you want to see busy youths
blood red beet the sugar content. neighboring towns, and the finery of
The monthly meeting of the Con working in a good cause look in the
The brilliant tomato the acids. the girls, with the fantastic'costumes
gregational Womans Association window next south of The CourierFrom the little patch come gold i of the men, will reward your eyes as
will be held in the vestry next Wed I Gazette office and see those boys
en pumpkins, orange colored they witness a real old world fete.
, rejuvenating toys to be presented denesday at 3 o’clock.
The special evangelistic services Fellowship Conferences.
! serving children at Christmas time. to be held in the First Baptist
-s
These services will be held each squashes .white onions, green peas
Miss Norma Packard, for the past Maybe you'll see where you can help. Church beginning next Tuesday evening (except Mondays) at 7.30. and beans, luscious melons, yellow
BORN
I evening and continuing through Dec. There will be a prayer meeting at turnips, gloriously colored car HASTINGS—At Thomaston. Nov. 24, to i
three years cashier at the telephone
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward Hastings, a
office, is to enter the office of the
The School of Missions of the Grimes. Prior to Mr. Grime's con- 7.15. Special music will be one of the rots. and mighty heads of cab
daughter.
bage.
Camden <fe Rockland Water Co.
Littlefield Memorial Church will 14, are to be led by Rev. Homer W. big features at each service.
—At West Palm Beach. Fla.,
It is harvest time. Our honest GRIFFIN
There are to be women’s prayer
meet In the vestry Monday evening many prominent singers of the con
Nov. 25, to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Griffin, a
Clyde Moody, whose 90-day sen at 6.45. The Crusaders and Auxiliary version he was a professional musi meetings four mornings a week at 10 New England forefathers depend I daughter.
tence was suspended by Judge Man are to take scissors, the Guild pre cian. conductor and composer in o’clock. These meetings will Hast) ing upon God and mindful of this I VINAL—At Rockland, Nov. 29. to Mr. and
Mrs William I. Vlnal. (Marlon Clark),!
ser. pending good behavior, lost that pared to sew and all to have reports i New York. He was accompanist for just half an ftour, and there will be bounty, established the day of
a daughter. Joan Marlon.
privilege Wednesday as the result of ready and a verse of Scripture con cert stage
several of them held each morning remembrance which we call
"Thanksgiving.
”
broken parole.
in
different
sections
of
the
city
taining the word “Love.”
4fter the Armistice he was con
MARRIED
God. the giver of every perfect HEAL-POWERS—At Warren. Nov. 26. by ,
nected with Gen. Pershing's head The list for next week follows:
H. I. Holt. Maynard E. Heal and
Col. Charles A.----Lindbergh has tried, The Salvation Army was unable to quarters and produced a number of , Tuesday: Mrs. William Grant 5 Ful gift, is still the Great Chemist of . Rev.
Flora A Powers, both of Lincolnville.
W. A. H.
out that new (SW) h. u. motor and IT.
musical entertainments He direct -, ton; Mrs. Frank Reach, 81 Union; the Universe.
GARDNER - SPOFFORD — At Camden.
well pleased. Probably in the early; make a concerted drive for J’hanks- ed an orchestra, representing the U. S. Miss Edith N. Bicknell, 12 Knox:
Nov. 27. by Rev. G. L. Pressey, Bertram
dinners this year, but did not
spring we will hear" it droning across giving
Gardner and Miss Maxine Spofford. ■
At the Congregational Church to
allow the feast day to pass unnoted, Army during the Peace Conference Mrs. Charles Stackpole, 144 Camden;
both of Rockport.
the bay to North Haven.
for it distributed 450 pounds of had in Versailles. Since the war he has Wednesday: Mrs .Walter Snow, 64 morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
Suffolk;
Mrs.
Frances
Hall,
11
been
engaged
in
Christian
work,
asso

.t
dock and supplied several families
Died
• Samuel Rankin's residence at West •with
ciated as Bible teacher and musical Center; Mrs. George Brewster, 43 preach on the subject, “A Life Sys COGGAN—At Union, Nav. 28. Ell» M
groceries,
about
40
families
in
Rockport was yesterday morning all being benefited. The fish and director with George Wood Ander Rankin: Mrs. Perley Nash, 7 Bay tem Gone." The Sunday School will
widow of Aneon Coggan. aged 87 years,
7 months. 6 days. Funeral Sunday at 1
badly damaged b\T fire which caught groceries were donated by friends.
son, W. E. Biederwolf, and one View square. Thrusday: Mrs. C. H. convene at the noon hour and The
o'clock. ,
around the chimney in the upper
campaign with Billy Sunday. Mr. Morey, 8 Pacific; Miss Caroline Ers Comrades of the Way will meet m MILLER
—At Rockland, Nov. 28. Fkank
part of the structure.
J
Grimes was state evangelist for the kine, 42 Beech; Mrs. R. I. Thomp the vestry at 6 o’clock.
B. Miller, aged 68 years, 3 months. 13
“Is this Flints' market?” queried a Michigan Baptist Convention. Three son, 31 Cedar; Mrs. Charles Maxey,
days. Funeral Monday at 1 o’clock
* • • *
from Odd Fellows hall
Mrs. Myra Dyer who is employi surprised patron last night on en years ago he began union evangelis Glencove. Friday: Mrs. F. R. Spof
tering the newly renovated shop on tic work, in which he has been con ford, 10 Otis; Mrs. H. W. Frohock, 10
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal), CONANT—At Camden, Nov. 27, Sarah
at the Thorndike Hotel slipped
Elizabeth Conant, aged 82 years. 6
day on a wet floor and dislocated her Main street. His question was in tinuously successful. He is at pres Summer; Mrs. Walter Staples, Cedar; 1 Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the'serv
months. 24 days. Funeral Saturday
left shoulder. She is at the hotel the nature of a compliment to the ent evangelist for the New England Mrs. Florence Keene, 154 Camden.
at
2 o'clock.
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
HASTINGS—At Thomaston, Nov. 24. In
where she would be pleased to have improvements, prominent among
for
the
first
Sunday
in
Advent:
Holy
fant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
them being an up-to-the-minute
friends call.
Hastings.
lighting system by Francis Havener.
communion at 7.30; church school at
VINALHAVEN
9.30; choral eucharist and sermon at
In the interest of the unem
Regular meeting of Ruth Mayhew
The American Legion' will hold a i
Marcus Chandler and Jim Carroll
10.30; evensong and sermon at St.
ployed,
whose
demands
for
work
Tent Monday evening in G.A.R. hall
grab bag dance tonight. Saturday, at
Jonn's Church, Thomaston, at 7
are already becoming very In
with nomination of officers. Christy defeated Sam Rogers and Randall Red Men’s hall Prizes for the fortuo'clock. Monday, St. Andrew’s day,
sistent, Mayor Richardson this
mas sale in the afternoon. SuppM; Marshall at the Tillson Avenue golf ate ones. Attend and see if you are
holy comunion at 7.30 and evensong
at 6 oclock. Mrs. Susie Karl, chair course Thursday 4 up. In the ringer one of them. Round and square: morning announced that the
at 7.30. Friday, lit at 7.30 p. m.
contest
Mrs.
Charles
Cook
and
Mrs.
armory
building
and
city
stable
man.
Betty Knowlton were the leading dances
next west of the City Building
Mr and Mrs A G Johnson returned 1 will be demolished, commencing
ladies, dnd Sam Rogers and Marcus
At the Church of Immanuel to
District Deputy Grand Patriarch Chandler led for the men. Mrs. Wednesday from a month's visit in J early next week. It had been
morrow morning Mr. Welch will
Albert H. Newbert. accompanied by Cook and Mrs. Knowlton both had Worcester, Mass, where they were
planned to do this work in the
speak on “The church, It's creden
Luke S. Davis, deputy’ grand junior the honor of making the difficult 18th guests of their daughter Mrs John
spring, but it will be done now
tials.” Church school will meet at
Robinson They were accompanied
warden, will go to Vinalhaven Tues hole in one.
in order to provide funds for
noon with the Knickerbocker Class
home by their daughter Miss Luda
day, where, assisted by past chief
workers who will need them
in charge of Mr. Toner. The Junior
Johnson
patriarchs of Island Home Encamp
more
now
than
when
warm
The Thanksgiving prizes at Carr’s
Miss Cora Vinal who teaches in
Y.P.C.U. has changed its hour from
ment, they will install the offleersweather
comes.
Preference
will
alleys were awarded thus: Lynch, 138. Portland spent the holiday with her
5 oclock to 4. The leader tomorrow
elect of that body.
be given to married men and
turkey;
S
Willis,
135,
goose;
Jordan.
is Miles Sawyer. The senior Y.P.C.U.
Mr and Mrs Burton Vinal
_
single men who have depend
» 130, duck; F. Black and Graham. 125. parents
Regular meeting of Marguerite
will meet at 6 with Virginia Walker
ents. The city store Is located
A quartet concert will be given at chickens. The winners at the Star
leader, topic,. “Work.” Because of
in the armory building. A new
the Congregational Church next alleys were: pharles Smith, 132. Chapter will be held Monday night.
the Methodist fair Wednesday the
stable will be erected elsewhere.
Wednesday evening at 8.15 by Esther turkey; Harry Phillips. 12^ goose; The entertainment committee with
.regular circle supper will be held on
Howard, soprano, Lydia Storer, con Charles Mitchell and Charles Cargill, Mrs. Agnes Smalley, chairman, have
Thursday, Mrs. L. R. Campbell,
tralto, Harold Greene, tenor, and tied for chicken on 127. Manager a unique program for that evening.
Miss Edith Nickerson came from . the chairman.
Misses Frances Macintosh and
Marshall Bradford, bass, with Faith Thomas broke the tie by awarding a
Rockland
Wednesday
by
plane
to
I
Doris Stordhal, students at Rock
<ANE hetn of foreG. Berry, accompanist. The program chicken to each.
land Commercial College, arrived spend the holiday with her parents
is a popular one including such fa
handed young mod
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roy
Nickerson.
At the
Littlefield Memorial
Wednesday for the holiday recess.
mous and well liked operatic gems as
Church.
Rev.
L.
G.
Perry
will
preach
Miniature
golf,
as
a
new
sport,
is
Lots
of
grown-ups,
as
well
as
kiddies
erns
who
have the wed
the quartet from ‘'Rigoletto," two
both services. In the morning the
quartets from “Martha,” and the will pause before the northern win enticing more players every day at Christmas sale of Ruth Mayhew at
ding
invitations
ordered
magnificent trio from “Faust." dow of the Burpee Furniture Co. in Ye Olde Mille. Louis Merrithew, Tent Monday afternoon, Dec. 1 at choir will sing “Come Let Us Wor
ship
”
by
Wilson
and
in
the
evening
before
the
gentleman
has
won
the
15
pound
turkey,
on
the
G.A.R.
hall.
—
adv.
the
next
few
weeks
to
inspect
the
There will be solos by each member
OF RESPECT
“When the Harvest is Past," Glenn,
of the quartet, a charming duet, and three-apartment doll house built and lowest score for two consecutive ThisRESOLUTIONS
“popped the question."
community
was
grieved
and
also special music by a girl trio.
the program closes with an Old Eng furnished by John L. Beaton, an in games.
shocked by the sudden death of Benja
We frown upon this prac
Miss Celeste Carver, a student at min K. Ware, who passed to the higher Sunday Softool meets at closeof’Whe
lish Cycle for four solo voices which genious member of the firm’s staff.
life Sept 24. Mr. Ware had been In fall Sunday school mets at close of morn
tice! But they should be
is delightful. This concert promises The structure is 35 inches long, 34 Bates College, returned home Thurs ing
health
for
a
long
time
but
the
end
to be one of the high spots of the inches wide and 30 inches high, and day morning by plane, to spend the came suddenly. He will be greatly ing service with classes for all ages.
ordered early—and the
as he was very active In both B.Y.P.U. is at 645, leaders, Harold
musical season. Admission is 50 occupied just seven months of John’s holiday recess with her parents Mr. missed
business and social affairs. He took a Wlxon and Howard Chase. Prayer
order should specify “en
cents and tickets may be obtained spare time. Looking at it one al and (Mrs E. G. Carver.
great
Interest
In
the
high
school
and
T. E. Libby arrived from Boston was generous In hts support of the meeting comes Tuesday at 7.30.
from members of the choir or at the most longs to be a child again—or
grave upon Linweave
Wednesday.
even
a
doll.
church. He was the local funeral direc
door. The proceeds go fo the choir
Wedding Papers." For
James Webster returned Tuesday tor and his words of comfort and sym
fund.—adv.
pathy will long be remembered. He
At Pratt Memorial Methodist
from Rockland.
} served as master of Mt. Olivet Lodge
they arc ultra-correct. The
Mr. and Mrs. Leo W. Ames re I several times and for many years was Church at 10.30 Rev. R. Stanley
The American Legion Auxiliary
rich vellum-like texture
Continuous service of steaks and will serve supper from 5 to 7 p. m. at turned Tuesday from Boston. En worthy patron of Fon-du-lac Chapter. Povey of the .staff of the Maine Civic
O. E. S. When a few years ago the Ma League will preach. The choir will
chops and -supper specials are now Legion Hall. Saturday, Nov. 29. Price route they were weekend guests of sonic
of Linweave speaks elo
hall was burned he worked untir
fpatured at Mrs. Thurlow’s. The 35 cents.—adv.
142-143 Mrs. Lane’s sister, Miss Virginia ingly until the lodge had a new home. sing “The King of Love My Shep
quently of the taste of the
Therefore, be It resolved—
luncheon idea in connection with the
herd Is,"Shelley, and “Breast the
Black at West Hartford.
by the death of Brother Ware.
.ice cream parlors has met with high
Mr. and Mrs. Porter L. Lawry and Mt.That,
bride-to-be.
Olivet Lodge of F. & A. M„ has lost Wave, Christian," Shelley. Sunday
favor.
109-tf
School will convene at 12 o’clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman L. Roberts, a respected and valued member.
1939
1855
The Courier-Gazett:
were guests Thanksgiving Day of That the charter be draped and these The Epworth League will meet at 6
be spread upon the records.
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Miss E. F. Roberts and Miss E. M. resolutions
Jrder your Christmas Magazine
That one copy be sent to the bereaved p. m. to discusd the topic: “The Ep
(MA/e.,
Weiderhold at Bridgesidc:
Waldoboro and Rockland'
family and one to The Courier-Gazette worth Herald; Comrade in Adven
t subscriptions now. Special prices
publication.
.
R
•
'
•)
Highlands
Arlena Kossuth of Rockland was forPercival
ture.
”
At
7.15
Mr.
Kenderdine
will
December; gift cards furnished,
WEDDING PAPERS
the holiday guest of her parents Mr. resolutions. C. Pierpont, committee on preach on “Can The Sermon On The
Artistic Memorials in Stone
ed E. Harden. The Magazine Man.
Mount Be Practiced?" The Choir will
122B-tf
and Mrs. Willis Kossuth.
Washington, Oct. 31, 1930.
1. 35-W, Rockland.
140-tf

Be Prepared!
FOR THOSE COLD FALL RAIN AND
SNOW STORMS!
Wear a pair of our
All Rubber

FLEECE LINED
GOLOSHES

Carried in stock
to fit
Any Style Heel

Your choice of either
Guaranteed
Slide Fasteners
or Four Snaps

All First Quality Mer
chandise. Reinforced
heel seats to prevent
heels cutting through

Special!
Medium toe, flat heel
Rubbers for Oxfords

79c

McLain Shoe Store
Rockland, Maine

jfifTIED

Atwater-Kent
Radio
$139.20 complete
CASH OR EASY TERMS
Ask For Demonstration

J. A. Karl 6 Co.
Authorized Dealer
Rockland, Me.

Telephone 745-W
„

127-128thenT-S 150

Every-Other-Day
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WARREN

The plans of this fine home may be obtained at our office together with cost estimates and
complete building information

W. H. GLOVER
LUMBER

BUILDING SUPPLIES
SHINGLES
.

&

CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE
CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS
PAINT
TELEPHONE 14

INVEST IN APPLES

Miss Helen Hill has been selected County Agent Wentworth
by the extension department of a
Told Rotary Club of Agri
Chicago University for a form of
scholarship in private secretarial
cultural Future
11raining. The High School and its
| principal Clarence Madden Jr., are The inside story of the work being
to be congratulated on having a stu
dent of Miss Hill's qualification as done by the Farm Bureau in Knoxordinarily only graduates are chosen Lincoln was interestingly presented
for this opportunity. When Miss Hill yesterday to the Rotary Club through
has completed this course she will be
assured a position. She ls a senior the medium of the stereopticon by
in the High School, sister to Albert County Agent Ralph C. Wentworth.
Hill who won third prize in the Peck The club was genuinely surprised at
! essay contest, and daughter of Mrs. the seppe of the activities and the
Jennie Hill of North Warren. At results attained in the past decade.
present she is tied with Vernon
Mr. Wentworth outlined the results
Packard for first place in her class
„ . of the better methods of, farming
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kerswell of I steadily being adopted whereby the
St. George were Sunday guests of farmer' devotes himself to those
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hysler.
branches which suit his farm,
W. E. Hahn, accompanied by Miss i
ir
Susie Hahn and Joseph Hahn mo- ,
tored to Gardiner Sunday where thev ,
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Hahn.
Mrs. M. S. Hahn was hostess Tues
day evening to a bridge party with
six tables at play. Prizes went to
Mrs. George Gardiner. Mrs. Charles
Wellington, Mrs. Harlow Brown and
Miss Edna Boggs.
Mrs. Abbie Wooster of East War
ren is spending the winter with Mrs
Martha Watts.
Mother nature appears to be be
wildered by the recent mild weather.
Jeruel Hart picked two dandelion
blossoms last Tuesday.
Lester A. French bagged a 500pound bucy Tuesday on Stahl's Hill.
Mrs. Arthur L. Perry motored to
Portland Wednesday to bring her son
Walter home for the holiday.
The men are serving the supper at
thc Rebekahs next Thursday. All
committees are working hard to make
the supper and fair as well as' the
entertainment a success.
The ladies' circle of the Congregational Church will hold a fair j Comity Agent Ralph C, Wentworth.
They learned about apples from
Dec. 11.
Him
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)

50- Finely divided
1-Restrained by
carbo if
respect
51- A tie beam
5-River in Franco
10-Specified time (pi.) 54-Maker of malt
14-That which is made
liquors
58-To lend ■'
> known
i
59-Falsifier"'
16- Range
'61-Wear away
17- Three time?
18- A shade tree (pi.) 62- Formerly
19- Level shaded walk 63- Produced
65- Uncultivated plant
20- Veqdor
66- Chains of rocks in
22-Praiseworthy
'
waterways
24-A metal
67- Lairs
26- Hauls '
27- Wearing a bonnet
VERTICAL
81-Anger

VERTICAL (Cont.)
15-One who looks slyly

sidewise
21-Decay
23-Move swiftly
25-An African black
27- Prominent senator
28- lndian tribe
29- Basebatl team
30- lntoxicated
32- Undjmesticated
33- Tall grasses
36- Mountain range of

S. America
EAST WALDOBORO
37- Large bundle
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Dodge and
39- Noisy disputant
OUR HOME SERVICE COLUMN
Word comes from Portland, Ore
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Perry motored Vincent O'Donnell were at Joseph
40- Traded by exchange
to Lewiston Wednesday to spend Waltz' Tuesday. enroute for their
gon,
that
fhe
freighter
on
'
learning
through
the
medium
of
ac42-Flowerless plant
32-Franc (abbr.)
Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs. home in Newton Highlands. Mass.,
1-Branches of learning 43-Accumulated
Da"a._S npw York *He expects to be counts set UP by the bureau. He told
34- Willow
(By Florence Foreman Ellis of the Home Service Department of the
way to New York. He ex ts t0
increasing returns to dairyJohn Coburn. They will not return after spending a few days at their
45-Caused suffering
2- Existed
35- Concede
summer home in Spruce Head.
until the first of next week.
Central Maine Power Company)
47- Lamentation
m.?0St02\ \irs Frnest Achorn Sr men through the elimination of scrub
3- Wicked
37- Synonym for
..
„
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Hanna of New
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Achorn,
sr.,
*
nf
hi»h
nrnrtnn48- Render firm
,
4- Refused
industrious person
and the raising of high produc
Miss Carolyn M. Sherer left Tues- jjarbor were guests Sunday of Mrs.
I accompanied by Ruth Rhodes of bulls
day afternoon for New York to spend Ethel Hanna
49- Net
,
5- Parent
tion cows. In this connection he had
38- Margin
Rockland
motored
to
Hallowell
to
Thanksgiving Day and the remainder
51- Dull
39- Twisted
some kind words for the boys' Ayre6-Consumed
Mr. and Mrs. Fred N. Mank visit
spend
Thanksgiving
Day
with
Mr.
52- Sound
\|
| (I I
of the week with friends there. From ed Miss Ellie Mank Sunday.
Thanksgiving Leftovers
40- U"cove red
shire clubs and for R. W. Cripps.
7- Rivul»t
and Mrs. Norman Gray.
New York she will return to Boston
53- Vehemence
41- Time
Special interest was manifested in
Mrs. Marcus Creamer and children
Mrs.
Amy
Fuller
returned
from
8Wanderer
We are all willing heat. If you are short of turkey, you
to assume nursing for the winter.
55- Diminished
42- Leaf of a palm
his poultry discussion and a lively
of West Waldoboro are guests of her
9- Making secure
to bake and cook and ran
out with sauteed muchroom: Belfast Nov. 26 after an extended open forum developed over present
56- ldeal spot
43- Dinner dish
Bertram Gardner who is now em mother Mrs. Laura Orff.
visit
there
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
10lnjury
Turkey Roll—l'i cups cold minced
57- Extreme radicals
44- Pronoun
methods, which have raised the
ployed in Augusta spent Thanksgiv
John Standish of Boston was a
Fuller.
turkey. 1 tsp. minced onion, 1 tbsp.
11- Desert dwellers
60-Refrain (abbr.)
45- Legume
ing Dav with his parents, Mr. and guest of his sister Mrs. Nellie Reever
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wyllie, Maurice profit per hen from $1 to about $4.
der to place before plment0 one eighth tsp. paprika,
12-Shout
64-Province of Canada
46- Hawk »pl.)
Rotarians were interested in the
Mrs. Allen Gardner.
a few days last week.
our families succulent one-fourth tsp. salt, turkey gravy, Wyllie. Mrs. Fred Butler and children The
i
(abbr.)
13- Auction
4S-Farm tv-iildinas
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robinson of
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Sherer of West
dishes for the Thanks rich biscuit dough. Roll up the bis motored to Augusta Tuesday to visit fact that chicks are raised for sev
eral months without touching their
Meadows, Rockland, were guests of Portland. Mrs. Alice Burrows. Mrs.
giving dinner. But cuit dough to about one third inch Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Stackpole.
-kt
(Solution To Prevloug Puzzlo)
Mr. and Mrs. D. Av Sherer Thanks E. Shuman and Mrs. C. Jackson of
Mrs. Annie Aspey, and Miss Hilda feet *10 earth and that through this
when it's all over and thickness. Mix together the turkey,
wire
floor
method
turkey
mortality
South Waldoboro were at L. L.
giving Day.
WALDOBORO
the special dishes we onion, pimento, pajlflka and salt and Asey were entertained at the home of
been so cut down that the pres
R E E D s
B E R RRipe tomatoes still being enjoyed Mank's Sunday.
have created for their , moisten with enough turkey gravy to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Peabody has
ent low prices are possible. He tola
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilbur
Stratton
visit
1 P T O p
A T O N Ep
pleasure stand in un- make a thick paste. Spread the Thanksgiving Day.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Clair
and
fam

by Dana A. Sherer’s family, are
1
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Jameson aad of culling and trap nesting, of capons, ily have moved into the Davis house r s C T L'i N E G R O
products of his own garden When ed her mother Mrs Sarah Sidenappetizing array upon turkey mixture over the dough, roll
A R E
of
feed
and
watering
methods,
breed

sparker
Sunday.
the table we have a up nke a jelly roll and bake in mod- Elmer Jameson Jr., are spending the
the frost came the green tomatoes
on Depot street.
M N
1 C
T R
L
ing
etc.
Albert
Russell
of
Albion
is
visiting
remaining on the vines were gath
terriblv let down feel- erate oven until brown. Serve with holiday weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Medora Perry . Mrs. J. H.
A
responsive
cord
was
touched
N
E D
N
R
E
N
H
A
at
Clarence
Coffin's.
D
o
Henry McCraw in West Roxbury.
ered and put away in the dark. They
ing. We don't want turkey gravy.
Lovell. Mrs. Annie Thompson and
A P 1 R
Carl Woods and sister Mrs. Paul- to bave to think about food again for
Vegetable Souffle—2 to 4 ctijfe Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert mo when he spoke of orcharding with its Miss Angela Perry are in Boston for
E A S E S
have been ripening for the past week
T
V A N
and supplying the table with a lusci son of Massachusetts were guests days. Besides, there's so much left cooked vegetables. 6 stale white rolls, tored to Beverly, Mass., Thursday allied topics of grafting ahd grading. the holiday and weekend.
N E A
this week of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. ,over—what in the world are we to
cups milk. 2 tbsp. butter. 1 minced morning to be with Mr. and Mrs. Mr Wentworth thinks very favorably
ous vegetable.
T E P s
S 1 N G E
Dr.
and
Mrs.
M
L.
Palmer
were
in
of
Knox
County's
future
in
scientific
(jo with it—how best utilize it so it, onion. 4 eggs, salt and pepper. Re- Glenn Reever over the holiday.
P. Pulkin has bought a house in Bovey.
S A T
B E E 5 c R A G
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fuller of Bel orcharding and advised those# with Portland last week.
Mrs. Lucretia F Kaler, Mrs. as a jeft over, will be palatable?
move crusts from rolls and soak the
Thomaston and will soon move his
idle funds to invest them in plant
♦
Under
the
auspices
of
the
State
de

T
O
N
E
G O
A
George
\\
Hemenway.
Mrs.
Addie
•
•
*
•
insides
in
milk.
Melt
butter,
add
fast.
son
Samuel
and
Mrs.
Amy
Ful

family to the new home.
A L A
Be)0W. are listed some interesting minced onion and cook on low heat ler enjoyed Thanksgiving dinner with ing abandoned farms to apple trees, partment of health Miss Grace Law
N 1 P Ia N N A L
The entertaining program present Lawry and Mr. Harlow of Rockland
Macintosh.
Delicious
and
Spy
prerence R. N„ field nurse, has made
visited Miss Ellie Mank.
recipes for Thanksgiving leftovers:
for flve minutes with cover on pan. Mr. and Mrs. John Teague.
N E A R E D
M 0 OD L E
ed Wednesday evening by the school recently
official visits to the schools. Correc
Mr. and Mrs. Fred N. Mank visited
Turkey pilaf—Two, or so. cups cold Add the soaked bread an$jH)ix ta a Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Davis had fe^e?' „ „
c
G R A S S
r
|
e
children showed much work done by
E
Col. Basil H. Stinson was admitted to tions made during the past year are
Sunday.
cut Up turkey, 3 cups boiled rice. 1 smooth paste Beat egg yolks well as guests Thursday Mr. and Mrs. Arthe young folks and their teacher. in F.Belfast
M. Johnson has returned from green fepper, 1 pimento. 1 onion, and add. Add vegetables and season- thur E. Starrett and son Wayne and ' T.embership arid A. J. Huston qf Orff's Comer. 3: West Waldoboro 3;
Miss Mary Bird. There were recita a business trip in Boston.
Portland and Marcus Chandler of Waldoboro. 4; Goshen, 3; Feyler's visit with relatives in Nebraska, also
turkey gravy. Chop vegetables fine ing, and lastly fold in stiffly beaten Fred Watts.
tions. a short play and songs. Some
Levere Jones came from Bucksport Camden were visiting Rotarians. Kaler’s Corner, 10; Chapel, 3; North that she had missed copies of The
The Social Club met with the presi and saute them in butter for eight egg whites. Pour the mixture into
20 parents and friends were pres dent Mrs. Esther Starrett, Nov. 20.
M. Edwards of Union was a Corner, 5; Dutch Neck, 2; Gross Courier-Gazette, showing how absent
to ten minutes, keeping current on the top .compartment of a double to spend the holiday here with his :j Jamas
ent.
guest. Next Friday will see an eve- Street. 4: Junior High. 7. There friends anxiously await news in the
twelve members and two visitors low heat and cover on pan. Then boiler and cook over hot water until {amilv
Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Starrett enter-! ning session with Camden, Belfast Neck, 1; Winslow's Mills,- 6; Maiu home paper.
present.
After the business meet mix the sauteed vegetables with rice set or pour into a baking dish and
IN APPRECIATION
ing and program refreshments were and add
turjjey and moisten well place in a pan of hot water and bake tained a large family party Thurs- and Damariscotta as guests It wil were several gold, star winners. The
One reason why it is hard to under
wltb turkey gravy. Pour in buttered in oven on low heat until the souffle day at dinner. Guests present were be the sixth anniversary of the local State Department of Health has no
It is particularly gratifying to me, served.
connection with the Maine Public stand woman is because she neve»
Elbert Starrett and Josiah Jameson baking <jish. cover the top with but- is puffed and set. A light cream Mr. and Mrs. Charles Starrett and j club.
after serving the town as deputy have
Health Association.
wants to make herself plain.— Louis
returned from a hunting trip, i tered crumbs and bake at moderate j sauce is a fine accompaniment.
family, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Starrett
cheriff for 10 years, to have my each bringing
There was no meeting of the Wom ville Times.
a deer.
j '_______________________________________
South
Mr
B,er.“n of her sister Mrs. Walter G Clark an's
neighbors and friends circulate peti
Club Tuesday on account of the
Norman Miller and family have re
Moody and Norman Moody of Au-:Tbursd at Searstnont
tions to Sheriff Harding for my re turned to their home here after has been spending a few days with
PIERRE THE PINBOY gusta. Mrs. Susie Philbrook, Mr. and Mr and Mrs Howard Norwood d holiday. Mrs. W. H. Crowell will en» i
appointment. I thoroughly appreci spending the summer in Portland her parents Mr. and Mrs. C. A. HasMrs. Kenneth Thompson. Mr. and son Adelbert, Mr. and Mrs Leroy tertein next week and Mrs. J. T. Gay
ate it and the splendid endorsement where he had employment.
POULTRYMEN
kell returned to Portland last Mon- Tells About Season's Open Mrs. Rolland Thompson and Bar- Norwood and family and Mr. and will have the paper of the afternoon.
my townspeople gave me.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Wentworth, i
Mrs. Nellie Reever and Mrs. L. L. day
bars
Pernof
Friendship,
and
Mr.
Mrs
Ernest
Hastin
Qf
ATTENTION!
Sidney Humes.
Mrs. J. Etta Lufkin, our postmaster
ing Bowling Match At Vi and Mrs. Leland Philbrook and fam- were guests of Mr and Mrs A £ Mrs. Alonzo Beckwith of Belfast. Mr.
Mank were recent callers at Mrs.
We Want Your
Washington, Nov. 28.
j
left
Saturday
for
Bridgton
to
visit
and
Mrs.
M.
E.
Hutchinson,
sons
Roti!
I Frank Jackson's in Waldoboro.
■ly °f Portland.
Norwood Thursday.
nalhaven
—
League
Soon
her
daughter
Mrs.
Harold
Sampson
LIVE
POULTRY
ert
and
Junior
of
Richmond,
Mr.
and
‘
Isaac Mank is at his home here.
c
™
h°me „ ?
Mrs- Leroy Norwood and Mrs. A Mrs. Everett Trask and daughter
And WiU Pay Highest Market
; He has been employed in the Maine over Thanksgiving. She was accomSmith
Thursday
were
Miss
Lillian
y
Norwood
attended
a
dinner
bridge
(panied as far as Rockland by Mrs.
Vinalhaven, Nov. 27
Edith of Cedar Grove and Mr. and i
Price
i Central painting crew.
Russell of Boston. Miss Sarah Russell
Unjon Mond
iven
h h
Mrs.
Horace
Vose
of
Thomaston
were
Call or write and trucks will call.
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Newbert 6f Addie Fields who has been her guest Dere Mister Courier:
°f.?°.r,ha,m.and”rJ and MrS' Austln of Mr. and Mrs. H L. Robbins.
guests Sunday of Mrs. Jennie Benner
COHEN BROS.
Woodfords were at Joseph Waltz' f°r several weeks.
I tak my pen by de han to reform Russell of Ellsworth.
Word comes from Chicago that Mrs. at Kaler's Corner.
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Beck and you dat dem bowling match at de
« •
Care CHARLES MeKELLAR
Sunday.
Nancy
Spear
made
a
call
on
Mr.
and
"1 could not sleep and got so nerv
Fred
Torrey
of
Stonington
were
dinMiss Gladys Bailey gave a delight’-l
WARREN. ME.
Mr. and Mrs Fred Mank and Miss
Motorists found the village hills in Mrs. Albert Robinson, Saturday of
ous 1 hated everybody. -Since taking Ellie Mank were in Rockland Mon- j nCr guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. W.} Alleys Cascade she start las’ night
Telephone Warren 2-3
icy condition Thursday morning. A last week while enroute to Califor- ful party at her home Friday evo’ l
Vinol, I can sleep 10 hours and feel day.
Torrey last Sunday.
wit dem Fishwharf fellers up aginst
Reference: Any poultry raiser
”u‘>r,dri,ve"
F ^°bj28On|nla Not having seen Mrs. Spear for ning. Three tables of bridge were in
full of pep all day.”—Julius Bender.
Mr. and Mrs. Win. Greenlaw have a team wat you call Hebo's Hobos. cskidded
10»-tf
into the ditch near the drive-1 some years the Robinsons weresome- play, the ‘guests including Mrs. Val*
For 30 years doctors have pre
had a new Atwater Kent radio in- Dem team so called by account Hebo way of Mrs. Frances Vinal on the way
ada Cadieu, Mrs. Velma Hatch. Mrs. 1
DEER ISLE
what
worried
for
fear
that
they
,WQuldscribed Vinol because it contains im
! stalled in their home.
Gladys Winchenbaugh, Mrs. Evelyn
down the hill and tipped on its side.
Stuart Dubois of Wilton, N H
portant mineral*elements of iron, calMr. and Mrs. Harold Hupper and Clayter are captain an I tell you she Neither Mr nor Mrs. Robinson who be unable to recognize her as she Agnes Jameson and Misses Alma
came
from
the
train
but
they
wero
is
one
tam
fine
team.
was
guest
of
his
aunt
Mrs.
Cora
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Andrews
of
Tenant
’
s
r um and tou liver peptone. The very
Spea,'.:; Mrs. Verna Schofield. Mrs. ,
were in the car were hurt beyond a
FIRST bottle brings sound sleep and Torrey last week.
Harbor spent a few days at the Reach
Wen all was said an finish hit look shaking up. and the car was not able to do so almost immediately.
Hagerman, Laila Brooks and Mildred1!
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mansfield
Robinscn
a BIO appetite. Nervous, worn out i Miss Maxine Barbour, a student at recently. On their return home Miss like dem Fishwharf are ahead an so much damaged.
Glidden. Dorothy Donnelly. Lois ;
entertained Mr. and Mrs. Ray Robin
people are surprised how QUICK Vi- McKinley High School was taken to Vera Eaton accompanied them for
Mr. and Mrs. George Teague were son of South Paris,, Fred Robinson Hagerman, Laila Brooks and Mil
de
Hobos
all
pays
de
monie
an
say
nol gives new life and pep! Tastes Bluehill Hospital Sunday for an ap- i a visit.
dinner guests of Mrs. Ida Libbey and son Fred of Cushing‘and Mrs, dred Brookfe. Prizes were awarded
Since 1840 thia Arm oM
delicious. C. H. Moor & Co., Drug- pendicitis operation,
Several attended the Sunday au revoir very, very, sad. But mon Thanksgiving Day.
Mrs. Schofield and Miss Mildred
faithfully served the families
Climena Luce of Thomaston Thurs Brooks. The guests were summoned
gists.
Miss Dorothy Haskell, R. N., who School convention at the First Con dieu, dat scorekeep young Bobble
Miss Mabel Crawford was hostess
of Knox County
gregational Church last week Friday Gross she mak som funnie miste.k Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. William day.
to the dining room where the table
LADY ATTENDANT
Mrs. H. D. Sawyer, Mrs. A. T. Nor' was attractively decorated with
and enjoyed hearing our old pastor, wich was not discover until by axi- Lawry and N. C. Crawford.
Tsl. Day 460;
711-1
wood. Mrs. H. L. Robbins and Miss
Mr. Guptill of the Sea Coast Mission , .
„
Mrs. M. S. Hahn left for Winthrop Gertrude Robbins of Union, Mrs. Thanksgiving favors and centerpiece.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
speak, also Miss Randall of Little ! dent Monsieur Derue figger hup dem Wednesday
The
menu:
Crab
meat
salad,
hot
rolls,
to spend the holiday with Leroy Norwood and daughter Ann
Deer Isle. There was also a good score and find twlce mlstak by 19 her husband.
celery, olives, cake, brownies, sugared
motored to Lewiston Wednesday
musical program with Allie Green.
J°°k by flrst as if dem
Thursday guests of Mr. and Mrs. where they spent the day with Dr dates, coffee.
leader
»
! Fishwharf beat as 4 pins, but as per
A “shower” was given Mr. and Mrs.
ROCKLAND, ME.
___________
revised figgers dem Hobos she is Chester Wyllie were' Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Dana Newman.
Fred Shuman Thursday evening at
Fred
Wyllie
and
Maurice
Wyllie.
APPI FTflV PinPP
winner, by Gar! as fourteen. An so
their
home
on
Depot
street.
Forty
of
Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Watts spent the The park-keeper found a tramp
ArrLL 1 UfN KILH-zL,
funnie she is wen dey hav go home
their neighbors and friends gathered
Nelson Moody and Norman Perry an tink dey lose by pay de monie! holiday with Mr. and Mrs. Philip asleep on one of the seats.
quietly on the lawn and surprised
McRae
in
Rockland.
were in Bucksport Tuesday.
Dere be no verie beeg string by ac
"Hi, you!” he exclaimed, shaking
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Morang of Au count most of dem fellas mighty Mrs. Sarah Starrett was dinner the man s shoulder. “I'm going to the couple who were only expecting
two callers. Much merriment was
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Star close the gates."
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
gusta were recent visitors at her sis- rusty in de jints an hinges.
caused by the unique manner of pre
rett
Thursday.
-»r's, Mrs. P. D. Perry.
Fred Snow he mak even hunderd
“All right,” murmured the tramp, senting the gifts, which was done by 35 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
Miss Annie Starrett and George sleepily. “Don't slam them."
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Senate and an' hav no luck some tam at all.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Crowell. Mr.
Osteopathic Physician
daughter returned Tuesday to their Merci, Mister, but wen dat feller trow Starrett spent the holiday with Mr.
and Mrs. Shuman recovered from
home in Wollaston, Mass., after a dem ball an’ she hit. Bam! It are too and Mrs. Gail Pollard in Fairfield
Telephons 136
their surprise and responded in a
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Starrett mo
week's visit with Mr. and Mrs. M. M. just bad! An' I know whereby I talk,
happy manner. Refreshments and
tored
to
Farmington
Wednesday
and
j Brown and family.
i Monsieur Courier as I am set up by
music added to the pleasure of the
Miss Jennie Starrett returned with
Tuesday evening a party was given I dose pins,
evening,
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
in honor of the 20th birthday anniI honnerstan' 'dem League gonna them for the holiday.
William Partridge has bought an
versaries of Nelson N. Moody and . start up as perhaps soon wich will
Dentist
Essex
town
sedan.
APPLETON
Frank Meservey Jr., at the former’s ' put pennys in my pocket an’ pieces
The High School students were fa We want all your LIVE POUL
302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
home. Games were enjoyed and by your paper. If so, and as per, you
vored with a talk on geology by Rev. TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
cake, cocoa and candy served. Those may respect to hear by me again.
place went to!
Tslsphon. 816-M
or
writs
Charles
Shans,
cars
of
Mr.
Holt
Tuesday
morning.
Mr.
Holt
South-Montville Friday night to at
present were Mrs. Ethel Moody and
Until we meet again au Revoir!
gttf
showed specimens of rock that were R. E. Cutting, Warrtn, Ms. Tai. tend the church sale and entertain- --------- ------------------------Mrs. Lois Meservey, mothers of the
Pierre, the Pinboy.
Warren
3-3
and
trucks
will
call
at
collected
in
the
Perrv
and
Eastport
young men, Joseph, Alice, Lucy, Nel
Hebo's Hobos—M. Jameson, 256;
meRnt ,
DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
door. References: Any poul
son, Ruth. Lawrence and Warren F. Jameson, 268; Arey, 855; Clayter, regions along the banks of the St. your
Recent visitors at Meadowbrook |
try raiser.
Croix
river.
Moody, Alonzo, Frank, Clara, Lois, 275; Snow, 261; total. 1315.
Farm were Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Osteopathic Physician
Elizabeth and Richard Meservey.
Ward of Thorndike. Mr. and Mrs. Al- I
Fishwharf—Guilford. 246: Calder, Mrs. Chester Spear and son Junior
CHARLES
SHANE
CO.
were
weekend
guests
of
Mrs.
Alvin
Johnson and Arnold Pitman. Robert 254; Davis, 262; Smith 263; Gray,
;vah Ames and sons Gerald and Ver- i
400 MAIN ST» ROCKLAND
Wallace at South Waldoboro.
Perry. Donald Clarke, Chrystal Stan 276; total, 1301.
ond
M27-tf
tr' and “rs„Wilford Bryant TELEPHONE 1295 Residence 253-M
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
G.
Starrett
ley, Carleton Gushee and Floyd
and Mrs. James Griffin of Union.
_ ______________________________
We make our printing say 'Hello'
STATIONERY
and son Douglass spent the holiday
Gushee and Helen Bennett of Cam
After a long spell of wonderful ----■ '
--------------——
CHINESE
HERB
"Now."
said
the
college
man
to
hls
. . . cordially, interestingly, atBOOKLETS
with
Mrs.
Starrett
’
s
mother,
Mrs.
den.
warm November weather we had
DENTAL NOTICE
dad
at
the
football
game,
“
You'll
sec
Mary
Lermond,
in
Thomaston.
QUICKLY ALLAYS it cooler for Thanksgiving and
Roena E. Brown is boarding at M
HD I u nAMHN
tractively. We make type talk
BROCHURES
more excitement for two dollars than
Mrs. S. J. Moody of Lincolnville
M. Brown's.
„
PAIHindlTC:ilRfl “Old Jones' Mountain" is frosted
you
ever
saw
before.
”
with ready attention and conBROADSIDES
and H. L. True of Camden were
Is back in his office for the winter
If you suffer from Itching, blind with a thin coating of snow.
Mrs. Hazle Perry and son Norman
"I don't know," replied the old gent: guests of Rev. and Mrs. H. I. Holt FmAv"°r b ee<hng Piles you are
were in Warren Monday afternoon
People are busy now grading and \ an<l will make appointments each day
vincing salesmanship. We plan
OFFICE AND
likely to be amazed at the soothing
"that's
what
my
marriage
license
cost
Thanksgiving
Day.
and visited her sisters Mrs. Olive
from 10 to 2
ei.rare- imPorte<i graveling up their driveways and
me.”—Malteaser.
your printing requirements with
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the newest the finest of gravel is to be found.
started early Wednesday morning for K?n/.a8tC8t actJng It's
intelligence and economy.
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treatment Tut
a hunting trip at Macwahoc.
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Mrs. Adelia Gushee has recently
Brings ease and comfort ln a few
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Overlook and
i
The Ladies’ Aid Society of St. I
nr° tbu,t, you can work and had her hquse-roof Shingled, Robie
family and Mr. and Mrs. Arnold enjoy life while it continues Its Robbins doing the work.
George will hold a sale and supper at !
soothing,
action. Don't de
, R. W. TYLER
Teqgue were holiday guests of Mrs. lay. Act Inhealing
the Grange hall, Tuesday, Dec. 2. __
Robert Gushee was in Waterville
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i>uc lieved by one swallow of 60c
’Dr. and Mrs. Forrest T. Bangs of
evening, and in addition to other en
A letter from a formdr Appleton
NEW
BICKNELL
“1 £ girl. Mrs. Grace Sherman Bliss of
Rockland, Maine
Boston arrived in town Wednesday to woni,
tertainment, there will be musical
Phone 710
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*> 1 or Winthrop. Mass., says that she has
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Mrs, Rose Cutting was the guest
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recently returned from ’ a pleasant
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MAN CAN’T SLEEP, GETS
NERVOUS, HATES PEOPLE

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

JOB

BURPEE’S

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

PILES

Courier-Gazette

THOXINE

Debit
City Dump,
»
Contingent Fund,
Election and Registration,
Equipment Fund,
Fire Alarm,
1
Highway Department,
Memorial Day Fund,
National Guard,
Pauper Fund,
Police Fund,
Permanent Improvement,
Repairs on Public Buildings,
Sea View Cemetery Fund,
Discount on Unredeemed Tax Titles,
Amount Above Overlay on Tax
Abatements,
*
Amount Under Abated on 1915 Taxes,

ANNUAL REPORTS
OF THE

*

/

CITY OF ROCKLAND
For the Year Ending October 31, 1930
TREASURER'S REPORT
BALANCE SHEET

Assets
34,718 12
Cash,
19,536 44
Cash and Invested Trust Funds,
Accounts Receivable, (outside of those due from
1,766 78
State),
Due From State:
Account State Poor.
$
963 04
School Department,
17,43702
Railroad and Telephone Tax,
1,82764
Third Class Road,
2,00262
Permanent Improvement,
10,63375
State Pensions,
10800

Appropriation,
Balance from last year.
Due Yrom State,
Mayor's orders drawn,

6.656 50

-6

54,396 58

3

87,368 55

Less reserve for Uncollectible,
Taxes and Tax Titles, 3 3,036 46
Interest and Cost
1978 53
Tax Titles,
13,025 58
Overlay 1926,

18,040 57

69,327 98
95949 32

3922 96
1,421 86

Taxes 1923,

Less Overlay,

Taxes 1925.
Less Overlay,

3,381 37
2,831 56

Taxes 1927,
Less Overlay.

10,443 89
3,796 59

-Taxes 1930,
Less Overlay,

100972 76
650 27

Suspense Accounts:
Oas and Oil Supply.
School Office Expense and Insurance,
Net City Debt Balancing Account
November 1, 1929,
Amount charged off, as per order
of City Council, April 7, 1930,

140 01

368972 83

24,817 26

Trust Funds:
Cemetery Perpetual Care,
Churches,
Library,
Highway,

21,833
5,000
1,411
2,190

10,000 00
2,000 00

From R. U, Collins on Auto Excise
Tax.
3
From T. E. McInnis on Auto Excise
Tax,

10,186 40

------------- 6 18,720 29
644 15

Total Receipts,
3 323.499 29
Abatement By Assessors and City Council:
On back taxes, including 1929,
8 13,176 10
On 1930 taxes,
2,181 63
On 1930 Sidewalk Assessments,
23 67

3 15,381 40

Recapitulation of Overdrafts, Unexpended Balances and
Miscellaneous Revenue
Credits
Board of Health,
202 75
8
City Lighting,
363 78
Fire Department,
31 05
Fines on Automobiles,
8 00
Insurance,
201 88
Interest,
512 61
Interest on Taxes,
193 47
City Licenses and Fees,
1,429 30
367
00
Mothers' Aid,
226 31
Overlay 1914,
375 54
Overlay 1915,
281 78
Overlay 1916,
304 44
Overlay 1917,
687 22
Overlay 1919,
Overlay 1921.
1,160 29
258 00
Police Court Fees and Fines,
Public Landing.
49 77
Repairs on School Buildings,
1.156 32
4
Removing Snow,
313 19
143 80
State Road Patrolling,
2,596
13
Sewer Fund,
1,547 69
Salary Fund,
977 42
Sidewalk Fund,
Water Supply,
71 27
Over Abatement on Taxes 1914 to
904
71
1921 inclusive.
1,827 54
Railroad and Telephone Tax,
Auto Tax, received above amount
estimated.
1,720 28
1 1 ♦ 5,749 19
Tax on Bank Stock,

Total unexpended balance and Miscellaneous Revenue,

2,500 00
4 00

8
8

2,504 00
3,309 33

8

805 33

8

700 00
700 00

Appropriation,
Balance from last year,

8,000 00
632 00
8,632 00
9,889 27

1,257 27

STATE ROAD PATROLLING
Appropriation,
Mayor’s orders drawn.

8

Balance unexpended,

3
SEWER FUND

3

Appropriation,
Amount charged off to Net City Debt,
Receipts,

8

8

8.438 39
8,405 31

Mayor's orders drawn,

8
8

8

31 05

8

300 00
301 21

8

1 21

Balance unexpended,

FIRE ALARM

,
FREE TEXT BOOK FUND

Appropriation,
Balance from last year,
Receipts,
Due from State,

(

Mi
8

2,500
19
87
607

8

Mayor’s orders drawn,

00
15
04
26

3,213 45
3213 45

8 23,140 00

2,002 62
2,226 43
12,729 50

8 40,098 55

48,458 84

Appropriation,
Due from State,
Accents receivable.
Receipts,

6,360 29

8

8 22.268 00
1,226 09
184 00
4,666 04

8 28244 13

28,035 13

Mayor's orders drawn,

8

309 00

Appropriation,
Receipts,

8

200 00
1 88

Balance unexpended,

8

201 88

INTEREST

Appropriation,
Mayor's orders drawn,

8 25,000 00

Balance unexpended,
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Appropriation,
Balance from last year,
Due from State,
Receipts,

3

24,487 39

3

512 61
1,737
313
1,766
272

00
89
18
63

8

4,089 70
4,037 47

Balance unexpended,
MEMORIAL DAY FUND
Appropriation,
Mayor's’ orders drawn,

8

52 23

8

250 00
256 76

Overdrawn,

$

6 76

8

300 00
300 00

Mayor's orders drawn.

MEDICAL INSPECTION

600 00
600 00

Mayor’s orders drawn,
MOTHERS' AID
Appropriation,
Mayor's orders drawn,

Balance unexpended,
NATIONAL GUARD
Appropriation,
Receipts,
Mayor s orders drawn,

2,500 00
2,133 00

8

367 00

$

300 00
200 60

$

500 60
799 69
299 09

Overdrawn,
PAUPER FUND

Appropriation,'
Accounts receivable.
Amount charged off to Net City Debt,
Receipts,

12,000
445
199
2,438

Mayor's orders drawn,

15,082 88
17,198 27

00
02
25
61

2,115 39

Overdrawn,

POLICE FUND

Appropriation,
Receipts,
Mayor's orders drawn,

4,000 00
282 10
4,282 10
5,119 36

837 26

Overdrawn,
PUBLIC LIBRARY

Mayor's orders drawn,

7,000 00
7,000 00

8

Mayor's orders drawn.

8

Balance unexpended,

SALARY FUND

8

1,547 69

8

5,000 00
1,112 00

' ■
Mayor's orders drawn.

8

6,112 04
5,134 62

977 42

balance unexpended,
SCHOOL SUPPLY ACCOUNT

6 040 00
2 91
299 70
168 31
213 05

Appropriation,
Balance from last year,
Amount charged off to City Debt,
Due from State,
Receipts,

8

6,727 97
6,727 97

8

1.650 00
1.650 00

8

SCHOOL SUPERVISION
Appropriation,
Mayor's orders drawn.

SCHOOL OFFICE EXPENSE AND INSURANCE
Appropriation,
3 1,653 00
Amount charged off to Net City Debt,
54 28
Due from State,
75 00
Receipts,
8 75

3

1,791 03
54 28

3

1,736 75
1,787 98

Debit balance from last year,

v
'• >
• Mayoa's orders drawn.

51 23

•

Overdrawn,

SCHOOL CONVEYANCE

273 00
127 75
2 50

Appropriation,
Balance from last year,

Receipts,

Mayor's orders drawn,

Balance unexpended.
WATER SUPPLY
Appropriation,

8

403 25
312 50

8

90 75

8

650 00

11 73

Receipts,

8

Mayor’s orders drawn.

661 73
590 46

71 27

Balance unexpended,

Receipts

from 1929,
8
Rockland appropriation.
Maine 1930 appropriation,
on Mary C. Tltcomb Trust

says:
“One of the factors which is
gradually building the foundations
of a new prosperity is the progress
which industry is making in elimi
nating waste. Under pressure of
reduced volume of business and
lower prices, business men have
been going over their organizations
with a fine tooth comb, subjecting
every process to a rigid inspection
with a view to finding ways and
means of improving methods, elim
inating unnecessary man-power
and paring costs to the irreducible
minimum. And the results in many
cases are most impressive.”
Signs of business improvement
are forthcoming, the bulletin notes,
pointing out that “commodity
prices have shown more stability
and lately in particular, the prin
cipal staple crops, including cotton
and grain, have demonstrated an
ability to move independently of
the stock market, holding firm in
the face of stock market weakness,”
Pronounced improvement has taken
place in the textile industry and
sentiment there is more optimistic
than in years. Sugar is up 45 per
cent on indications that for the first
time all principal producing areas
are alive to the need for curbing

$262,548 00

Salaries:
Librarian.
Assistants,
Janitor,

3

Other Expenses
Books,
Periodicals,
Binding,
Insurance,
Equipment,
Repairs,
Lawn.
Lights,
Heat,
Telephone,
Supplies,
Miscellaneous,

Total disbursements.

Total of Trust Funds,

1.191 63
2,390 00
416 00

-3

728 82
227 85
136 06
147 00
359 00
1,121 66
159 66
218 51
395 45
52 54
98 11
7 00

3,997 63

3,848 74

7,646 37

9 00
13 60
15 83
22 10
36 15
95 55
132 35
129 57
562 21
866 56
1,725 05
3,240 36
6,830 82
73,624 07

$87,323 89
Abated on 1929 and prior, $13,176 10
-$ 100.499 99

Other
Appropriations Credits
$
400 00
40 25
16,000 00
14,194 19
31,177 00
2,632 00
8,000 00
1,500 00
336 39
8,100 00
300 00
713 45
2,500 00
16,958 55
23,140 00
6.076 13
22,268 00
130 25
273 00
1 88
200 00
25,000 00
2,352 70
1,737 00
250 00
300 00
300 00
2,500 00
10,000 00
%

692 53

Disbursements

2,708 55

6 67

14 00

CONDITION OF FUNDS

Balance on hand, Nov. 1, 1930,
3
222 46
In addition to the above balance wc have! the following
Trust Funds:
E. A. Jones, Clock Fund, in North
National Bank,
3
18 42,
E. A. Butler, Light Fund, ln Security
Trust Company,
28 95
Charles G. Ktk, Trust Fund, in Rock
539 41
land National Bank.
Alice P. Starrett, Trust Fund, in Rock
105 75
land National Bank

7,868 83

Total receipts,

Colected on Back Taxes:
$
1914,
1915,
1916,
1917,
1918,
1919,
1920.
1921,
1922,
1923,
1924,
1925,
1926,
1927,
1928,
1929.

$ 65,049 50
Balance uncollected on 1929 and prior,
1930 Commitment,
$ 335.666 36
Supplementary Commitment. 431 98
Sidewalk Supplementary, 1,341 36
$ 337,439 70
2,708 55 Collected on 1930 Commit
ment,
....$ 233,617 49
Abated on 1930 Commit
ment,
2,181 63
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Abated on 1930 Sidewalk
Supplementary,
23 67
644 15
Report of City Marshal Almon P. Richardson for the year Collected on Sidewalks,
$ 236,466 94
ending Nov. 1, 1930
$ 100972 78
Total number of arrests.
Hl 'Balance uncollected on 1930,
68
Intoxication,
$ 166,022 28
19
Assault and Battery,
Total uncollected taxes,
!l
1
Disturbing the Peace.
Total Collections for year ending Nov. 1, 1930:
(IfiOt
2
Illegal Possession of Liquor,
Taxes for 1929 and prior, $ 87,323 89
1
Breaking and Entering;
Taxes for 1930,
233,617 49
q <
2
Larceny,
in
Overrun onExcise Tax,
1.720 29
3
Insane,
Interest,
193 47
3
Obstructing an Officer,
Sidewalks,
644 15
1
Breaking, Entering and Larceny,
8
Disregarding Traffic Signs,
Total.
$ 323,499 29
Idle and Disorderly Persons,
2
Recapitulation of uncollected taxes, Nov. 1, 1930:
Operating motor vehicle while under
2,293 17
1922,
1
influence of liquor.
3,922 96
1923,
1,527 80
1924,
111
3,381 37
Total.
1925,
Have given lodgings to 400 persons.
6,984 49
1926,
Patrolmen have found 62 store doors unlocked.
10,443 89
1927,
Cash received:
13,990 58
1928,
Fines,
$
955 59
22,505 24
1929,
Fees,
187 00
100,972 76
1930,
Police Fund,
259 64
$ 166,022 26
1,402 23
Total,
Cash Paid:
REPORT OF VITAL STATISTICS
W. H. Butler, Recorder,
$
955 59
Births:
C. H. Morey, Treasurer,
389 84
212
Whole number of births reported.
56 80
Police Aids,
•
US
1,402 23 Males,
Females,
97
Report of City Marshal Robert A- Webster, from November
212
1, 1929, to January 7, 1930
145
[ Born to residents of Rockland,
61
17 1 fiorn to residents of other towns,
Total number of arrests,
! Born in other towns to residents of Rockland, 6
Intoxication,
15
212
Fraud.
1
Assault.
1
Marriages:
05
17 Whole number of marriage intentions filed,
123
Whole number of marriages recorded.
Have given lodging to 124 persons.
Patrolmen have found 26 store doors unlocked.
Deaths:
258
Whole number of deaths reported,
Cash Received:
Males,
133
Fines,
$
108 08
Females,
123
Fees,
69 80
258
Police Fund,
83 00
260 88 Died in Rockland and buried in Rockland, 116
1
Died in Rockland and buried in other towns, 84
Cash Paid:
a
Died in other towns and buried in Rockland, 48
W. H. Butler, Recorder,
108 08
Died in other towns and buried in other towns, 7
C. H. Morey. Treasurer,
134 20
Police Aids,
Drowned, body not recoverd,
1
18 60
258
260 88

Board of Health,
City Lighting,
Common Schools,
Contingent Fund,
Election and Registration,
Fire Department,
Fire Alarm,
Free Text Books,
Highway Department,
High School,
School Conveyance,
Insurance,
Interest,
Industrial Education,
Memorial Day Fund,
Medical Inspection,
Mothers' Aid,
Notes Payable,
(Reduction Temporary Loans)
National Guard,
300 OO
Pauper Fund,
12,000 00
Police Fund,
4,000 00
Public Library.
7,000 00
Permanent Improvement,
7.460 00
Public Landing,
700 00
Repairs on Schoolhouses,
5,000 00
Removing Snow,
2,000 00
Repairs on Public Buildings,
2,500 00
700 00
Red Cross,
Sewer Fund.
3,000 00
Salary Fund,
42,000 00
5.000 00
Sidewalk Fund.
School Supply Fund,
6,040 00
1,650 00
School Supervision,
School Office Expense and Insurance, 1,653 00
265 00
State Road Patrol,
650 00
Water Supply.
1985 00
Physical Education,
5,000 00
Equipment,

35 00

$ 165,549 49

415 11

REPORT OF CITY CLERK

Funds

333 83
7,000 00
500 00

The somewhat
better showing of building figures
n September has also been re
garded favorably.
Production in
the automobile industry, while
low, has shown signs of moving
counter tc the customary seasonal
down-trend.
On the subject of money, the
bulletin says that “the money mar
ket at New York has continued un
usually easy during October, not
withstanding that tbe month gen
erally marks the peak of the
Autumn crop moving and trade de
mand,” and adds that “with the
passing of October, little chance is
seen for any firmer rates before
December, when expanding cur
rency requirements for tbe holiday
trade begin to be a factor in the
market.”
Bond market conditions are sum
marized as follows: “The bond
market has been conspicuously
weak during most of the past month.
There has been some nnsettlement
and forced liquidation of domestic
issues accompanying the stock
market break, while foreign dol
lar bonds have continued to re
flect the current uncertainty over
conditions abroad.' During the
past ten days, however, improved
conditions abroad and a more
hopeful attitude in the United
States have brought about a much
firmer tone in the bond market

REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
$ 164,531 16
122 88 (Balance of uncollected taxes Nov. 1, 1929,
140 56
29 73 1 Supplementary tax 1929 and prior,
877 77
262 50 overrun on 1921 and prior,

Accounts Payable, Nov. 1, 1930:
Everett L. Spear Sc Co., account repairs,
W. H. Glover Co., account repairs,
Roberts & Veazie, Inc., account insurance,

REPORT OF TREASURER OF PUBLIC LIBRARY

Balance
City of
State of
Interest
Fund,

damper on recovery.”
Regarding the efforts made by
corporations to meet the reduced
scale of operations, the bulletin

Cash Receipts:
Dog Licenses (including fees),
3
446 45
Hunting and Fishing Licenses (including
fees),
1,07080
265 00
121 20 Permits,
2850
City Licenses,
33800
143 80 Notes.
6350
Mortgages.
210
25
3.000 00 Leases and Contracts,
27270
137 65 Marriage Intentions.
9500
286 22 Copies of Births, etc.,
10525
of Registration,
1900
3,423 87 Certificates
5910
827 74 Miscellaneous Fees,
Paid:
2,596 13 Cash
Charles H. Morey, Treasurer,
$
398 00
Dog Licenses,
42,000 00
336 00
City Licenses,
50
1,091 30
Fees,
1,825 30
42.000 50 Commissioner Inland Fisheries and Game:
40,452 81
Licenses,
3
883 25

Balance unexpended,
SIDEWALK FUND
Appropriation,
) i’
.
1 f
Receipts,

Mayor's orders drawn,

D

States is scraping bottom, ac
cording to the monthly bulle
tin on business and economic con
ditions published by The National
City Bank of New York.
"Whether the precise mathemat
ical low point has been reached
may be open to question but we do
not believe business is likely to go
much lower and we think the next
important movement will be up
ward,” the bulletin says.
“The
business situation has shown no
clear indication of decisive change
during the past month. Some signs
of improvement can be found and
a number of them are qoite encour
aging but none of them is yet im
portant enough to give definite
assurance that the turn has taken
place.
“Since business men had been
counting oa some sort of a recov
ery this Autumn, it is natural that
this failure of their hopes to
materialize should have had a de
pressing effect.
As usual, this
disappointment has found reflection
in the stock market where prices,
which had been holding up on ex
pectations of an early recovery in
corporation earnings have given
way to new low levels more in
keeping with the revised ideas ps
to the outlook for corporation
profits. -And as the market has
declined, business sentiment which
is always influenced largely by
the market, has had another sink

1,400 00
1,400 00

8
8

Mayor's orders drawn,

epression m the united ing spell that has tended to put a overproduction.

Total of unpaid bills, Nov. 1, 1930,

RED CROSS

Appropriation,
Receipts,

Appropriation,

<

313 19

6,100 00
2,000 00
436 39

Appropriation,
Balance from last year,

REVENUE ACCOUNT

Balance unexpended,
8
REPAIRS ON PUBLIC BUILDINGS5
Appropriation,
8
Receipts,

8

INSURANCE

8933 89

2,336 55
2,023 36

318 90

Balance uncx]fendcd,

67323 89
~$ 216,617 49
88 50
104 97
193 47

From T. E. McInnis, on 1930 Taxes,
Prom R. U. Collins, on Interest,
3
From T. E. McInnis, on Interest,

8
8

8

HIGH SCHOOL FUND

CITY TAXES—STATE AND COUNTY
Amount Received from Tax Collectors:
From R. U. Collins, on back taxes,
including 1929,
3 36,239 03
From T. E. McInnis, on back taxes,
including 1929,
51,084 86

2,000 00
336 55

Overdrawn,

Overdrawn,

581943 62

8

5,000 00
5,318 90

Mayor's orders drawn,

3

1,136 32

8

-3 59,697 77

Total Liabilities,

5,000 00
1,301 88
19 06

EQUIPMENT FUND
Appropriation,
Mayor's orders drawn,

1912 47

Unadjusted Credits:
Due County of Knox, on taxes 1930, 3 6,405 99
Due State on Taxes, 1930,
53,291 78

49 77

625 40

HIOHWAY FUND
Appropriation,
Due from State,
Amount charged ofl to Net City Debt,
Receipts,

30.436 44

700 00
650 23

8

Overdrawn,„

99
00
95
50
-6

8

Overdrawn,

3 12972 71

94
00
23
55
75

880 55

8

Mayors' orders drawn,

ELECTION AND REGISTRATION
Appropriation,
8 1 1.500 00
2,125 40
Mayor's orders drawn,

Appropriation,
Mayor's orders drawn,

2.524 23

I

5,164 62

Overdrawn,

8

3 581.343 62

499 31
1,484 71
540 21

579
309
52
880
90

3

Mayor’s orders drawn,

334,850 00
660 06
139,000 00

School Funds:
Common Schools,
High School,
Industrial Education,
Physical Education,
School Conveyance,

Appropriation,
Transferred to Fire Dept.,

Receipts,

-3 375.833 59

Liabilities
Accounts Payable,
Bonds Outstanding,
Notes Payable,
Temporary Loans,
interest Accrued:
Municipal Coupons,
Temporary Loans,
Perpetual Care Trust Funds,

579 94

Appropriation,
Transferred from Contingent Fund,

17956 50

Total Assets,

$

8

3,000 55
2,120 00

8

Mayor's orders drawn,

00
01
00
18

Balance unexpended,
CONTINGENT FUND

8

8

6,320 94

Balance unexpended,
,
REMOVINO SNOW
Appropriation,
Receipts,

FIRE DEPARTMENT

Making Net City Debt Nov. 1, 1929, as
corrected,
3 393,390 09
Less Appropriation to reduce
Temporary Loans,
$ 10,000 00
Amount received from sale
of Burpee Hose House,
900 00
,
Less credit balance from
Revenue Account,
6,656 50
-3

$

45971 19
44,791 25

Overdrawn,

1,985 00
215 55
800 00

8

363 78

Mayor's orders drawn,

Mayor's orders drawn,

88 78
51 23

3

Receipts,
Due from State,

549 81

100922 49

40 25

31,177
1,312
88
12,794

Receipts,

6,647 30

8 16,000 00

15,676 47

2901 10

3

!
)

Debit balance from last year,
Mayor’s orders drawn,

202 75

8

8 16,040 25

Balance unexpended,
COMMON SCHOOL FUND
Appropriation,
Balance from last year,

34 21

Balance unexpended,
REPAIRS ON SCHOOLHOUSES
Appropriation,
Amount charged off to Net City Debt,
Receipts,

400 00
197 25

Mayor's orders drawn,

71

Balance unexpended,
PUBLIC LANDING
Appropriation,
Mayor's orders drawn,

17,004 24

BOARD OF HEALTH

J Mayor's orders drawn,

3

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

---------- $

■

20,669 60

Overdrawn,

Appropriation,

32
15
49
63

From T. E. McInnis, on Sidewalk
Assessments,

3 20,635 39

3.206 45
48 56

Balance unexpended,
CITY LIGHTING FUND
Appropriation,
Credits,

7,460 00
10,633 75
2,541 64

Mayor's orders drawn,

* CONDITION OF FUNDS, NOV. 1, 1930

2,293 17
1.527 80
6984 49
13990 58
22,505 24

5,700
263
562
247
321

PERMANENT IMPROVEMENT
3
Appropriation,
Due from State,
Receipts,

52
27
40
90
21
29
76
09
39
26
31
33
90
70

Total Balance carried to Debt, Balancing
Account Nov 1, 1930, \

3 32,971 97
Uncollected Taxes:
1922,
$
1924,
1926,
1928,
1929,
Unredeemed Tax Titles:
1909 and Prior,
$
1910,
1911,
1912,
1913,

979
1,257
625
318
1
6,360
6
299
2,115
837
34
805
55
52
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200 60
3,082 88
282 10
13,175 39

1,320 94
336 55
4 00
700 00
423 87
50
1,112 04
687 97

138 03

11 73
1,015 55
8

66,227 94

Totals
$

Mayor's
Orders

400 00
16,040 25
45,371 19
10,632 00
1,500 00
8,436 39
300 00
3,213 45
40,098 55
28.344 13
403 25
201 88
25,000 00 '
4,089 70
250 00
600 00
2,500 00
10,000 00

197
15,676
44,791
11,889
2,125
8,405
301
3,213
46,458
28,035
312

500 60
15,082 88
4,282 10
7,000 00
20,635 39
700 00
6,320 94
2,336 55
2,504 00
1,400 00
3,423 87
42,000 50
6,112 04
6,727 97
1.650 00
1.791 03
265 00
661 73
3,000 55
5.000 00

799 69
17,198 27
5,119 36
7,000 00
20,669 60
650 23
5,164 62
2,023 36
3,309 33
1,400 00
827 74
40,452 81
5,134 62
6,727 97
1,650 00
1,842 26
121 20
590 46
2,120 00
5,318 90

25
47
25
27
40
34
21
45
84
13
50

" Unexpended
Balance Overdrawn
202 75
363 78
579 94
$ 1,257 27
625 40
31 05

24,487 39
4,037 47
256 76
600 00
2,133 00
10,000 00

$ 328,776 94 $ 331,041 16 $

1 21

6,360 29

309
90
201
512
52

00
75
88
61
23

6 76

367 00
299 09
2,115 39
837 28
34 21

49 77
1,156 32
313 19

805 33

2,596 13
1,547 69
977 42
Sl 23

143 80
71 27
880 55

318 90

10,447 13 $ 12.731 34
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nishing the music; Sunday School at '
Lost aijd Found
ROCKPORT
Probate Notices
Epworth League at 6. leader
FOUND—Pocket book on Main St.,
Mrs. Ellen Shibles was the guest 11.45;
Mary Veazie. Evening service at 7
STATE OF MAINE
Advertisements in this column not to Frldajw
rr
, „„„
Apply to T.
SAWYER, Booker
Mrs. Eliza Mank of Rockland visit
Tuesday of Mrs. John Andrew’s.
with singing by . men's choir. Thurs- i To ail persons Interested in either of j exceed three lines inserted once for 35 gt ThomaSto^ “Tel' 48-11.
143-lt
ed at H. E. Keizer's this week.
i cents. 3 times for 50 cents. Additional
Community program planning meetings for Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau Mrs. Adelaide Morrill who is stay day evening prayer service at 7 the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents, LOST—Fur lined buckskin color glove,
Misses Daisy Upham, Rosemary begins next Tuesday In all communities where the opening hour of the ing at the Thorndike Hotel, Rock o'clock.
in ind
the County of Knox on the far three times. Six words make a line. Friday, between Thorndike Hotel_and
and Ellen Cunningham motored’ meeting is not later than 10.30 a. m. are taking part in an attendance con land, for several weeks, was a
Trainer* restaurant
Rewrd J °3-^45
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Easton enter 18th day of November in the year of our —
,
Trainers restaurant. Reward.
143 143
Wednesday night from Augusta and ! test. The following score card is used to determine thc standing of each Thanksgiving Day dinner guest of tained as Thanksgiving guests Fay Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty and by adjournment from day to
FOUND—Thursday evening on Main
Wanted
Mr. and Mrs. Everett E. Fales.
spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and community in the contest:
Easton
and
Jack
Easton
of
Wollaston.
day
from
the
18th
’
day
of
said
November
St.,
small
red
pocketbook.
Call
at
THE
Miss Mabel Wall arrived Wednes Mass., and Mrs. Bertha Higgins and the following matters having been pre WANTED—An osteopath. physician, COURIER-GAZETTE Office.
Mrs. John Upham. Thatcher street.
Community................... Date................... Meeting Hour...................
143-lt
day night from Attleboro, Mass., son
Miss Annie Newcombe of West
Membership:
Men............... Women................ Total....................
sented
for
the
action
thereupon
herein

dentist or . beautician,
to occupy
rooms
Charles of Rockland.
. xjao
a*"
LOST—Tan collie dog with white ruff
after indicated it is hereby Ordered:
where she is teaching, to spend the
boro. Mass., spentthe holiday with
Committee:
Men............... V
whlteName
sPQt Prince.
end of tReward.
*U. whiteMATTIE
on top
That notice thereof be given to all block. PHONE 468. Rockland
Rockland.
143-145 and
f nose.
holiday and weekend with her par
Score
her sister Mrs. Mary Waldo.
Attendance
Possible
persons interested, by causing a copy
WANTED—By housekeeper,
experi- j SAASTAMOINEN, R 2, Box 90, Warren,
SOUTH THOMASTON
ents Capt. and Mrs. S. H. Wall.
Mr. Mosher of Jefferson and Nel
Allowed
Record
Points
of this order to be published three weeks
142*144
successively In The Courier-Gazette, a enced. trustworthy, will keep house for
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Crozier of Rock
son Mossman of Portland were
W
T
M
published at Rockland In an elderly person business couple or j NOTICE_IS hereby given by John D
land spent Thanksgiving at the home Words can hardly express the newspaper
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Moss- Meeting begun at hour
seml-lnvalid;
go anywhere. Ad- Mltchell, Subordinate
Lodge Deputy,
said County that they may appear at a, care for
_
,, _
P _
n
h™,.,o„.MP_
,t book..»™
Nq
§ issu<
,P In
gratitude felt by Amariah Kellar to Probate Court to be held at said Rock- , dress E.
D.. 14
14 n„nn
Dunn St
St., T
Thomaston.
Me. that
tba^ depos
deposit
No. 2g73
26730
issued
10 ............ of Mrs. Minnie Crozier.
man Thanksgiving Day.
announced for opening
.......
__________________________ 143
| name of Deep Sea Lodge. K. of P.. No.
Mr. and Mrs. John Andrews mo wards the people for their donations land, on the 16th day of December A. D.
Mrs. Henry B. Shaw and Miss Total adults present at
1930.
at
nine
oclock
in
the
forenoon,
WANTED
t,
'
A
—
VllQHtv
Chance
to
tv
Uv
do
till
all
MilUo
kinds
iv
re139.
Swan's
—
u.a
-J
Island.
*.j*i*i*<4|
.t.u.itt
Maine,
,
*•>
is
tvet,
lost,
c*aavA
and
tored to Waldoboro Friday where to him and he is anxious to have and be heard thereon If they Wee cause. pair work, such as on buildings, furni- that the Grand Lodge, K. of P.. Grand
30 .......
Frances Shaw with Clarence Shaw
hour announced for opening
.......
evervone
know
that
he
appreciates
they
spent
the
day
with
Mrs.
An

as chauffeur went to Portland Thurs Total adults present when
ture. etc.; also saws filed. First class Domain of Maine, wlshes_ a duplicate
ROCKLAND SAVINGS
drew's uncle and aunt. Mr. and Mrs. each and every gift although there
ESTATE OF MILES SIDELINGER late work assured. ARTHUR BOND, 23 Jef book issued
day where they were joined by Prof.
the Extension Program is
ferson St.. City. Tel. 196-M.
142*144 BANK. By E. D. Spear, Treas. Rockland.
of
Union,
deceased.
Petition
for
Per

330
.................
were
too
many
to
thank
the
giver
M.
G.
Robinson.
Harris Shaw of Boston, and all w’ere
planned and leaders elected .......
Maine,
Nov.
15,
1930.
_
137*S143
petual Care of Burial Lot. filed by Frank
WANTED—Housekeeper's position by
Students home for the holiday personally.
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. May Chairman, secretary and
H. Ingraham Administrator.
middle aged woman with boy 9. Ref
....................
20
................
recess
are
Lloyd
Rhodes,
Eastern
project leaders present
.......
nard Shaw.,
Cards received from Mr. and Mrs.
ESTATE OF FRED T. STUDLEY late erences for both. Write or call 259
To Let
141*143
State Normal School; William Ingra C. L. Sleeper tell that they are hav of Rockland, deceased. Petition for Dis TALBOT AVE.
Peter Hilt has been the guest this Hall and dinner preparations
tribution
filed by Claire 3. Hodgkins of
10 ............ ham and Delmont Ballard, Univer ing fine weather for their trip to Chi
WANTED—Cases by practical nurse.
________
completed before opening hour ......
wek of his daughter Mrs. Gamage
TO
LET
—
Flve
room furnished apart Rockand. Admx.
nqaiire at 90'Broad St., or Tel. 323-M. ment.
$7.50 a week. V. F. STUDLEY. 69
.............
ICO
Total,
sity of Maine; Edith Wall and Feme cago and enjoying every minute.
at South Bristol.
ESTATE OF ALICE L. SEAVEY late of ________________________________
1R1 LUCY TAYLOR.
141 146_____________________________________
Park St. Tel. 1080.
__________
143-tf
Explanation of score card: The score to be allowed for attendance under Whitney, Gorham Normal.
Mrs. Albert H. Robinson of Wads
Mr. and Mrs. William Clement*- Cushing, first and final account filed for WANTED—Room to let; also board, i TO LET—One 6-room and one 7-room
Warner St. Clair of Owl’s Head is closed, their home here Wednesday allowance by James M. Seavey. Admr.
worth street went to Canton Wed the second and third headings will be made on a percentage basis of the total
Apply 260 MAIN ST.. Rockland.
141*143 rent, at 17 Warren St.; also 7-room house
ESTATE OF FRED T. STUDLEY late
nesday to visit her daughter Mrs. membership for the community as of record at the Farm Bureau office one spending the weekend with his and left for Boston where they will
WANTED—Limited number of wash-■ at
Kn?x St. All pleasantly located in
of Rockland, deceased, final account ings to do. Called for and delivered.
week prior to the meeting. To illustrate—if the community has 50 Farm grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. D. A pass the winter.
neighborhood, newly repaired, and
Arthur Johnson.
filed for allowance by Claire S. Hodgkins,
Wet or dry. Call 436-J. MRS. ROGERS.
App,y t0 MILDRED
James T. Fales spent the holiday Bureau Members and the same or more of members or non-mmbers are Whitmore.
Admx.
Crescent
St.141*143
OXTON
CRIE' 12 Warren St. or Tel.
Sunday
evening
Rev.
Herman
WinMr. and Mrs. Charles Gardner were
with his parents Capt. and Mrs. present, the community will be credited with the total number of points; if 25
577.
143-tf
ESTATE OF EDWIN J. TIPPETT late
chcnbaugh
will
preach
in
the
church
WANTED
—
Maid
for
general
housework
—
T
__
_
_
,
- -------- -•-------- , ,—
adults are present, the community will be credited with one-half the possible entertained at dinner Thanksgiving
of Vinalhaven. deceased, first and final MRS. DAVID RUBINSTEIN, 6 Talbot | .. TO LET—ln Rockland
James Fales. Elliot stret.
at 23 Franklin
and
Mrs.
R.
W.
Tyler
will
give
thc
account
filed
for
allowance
by
Theresa
Day at Thorndike Hotel with War
140-tf st- upstairs apart. 4 rooms, garage.
The Beta Alpha will hold their number of points, etc.
Ave. Tel. 1285.
Bible story for the young folks. Ev- j Tippett Newbold.
■■ "
MRS. DAVID
R. F. D. 4. Water- ivru OSIER.
usiEK. K.
The score to be allowed under the fourth heading will be on a percentage ren Gardner as host.
meeting next Monday evening at the
WANTED—Radio repair jobs. Bring ln , ville. Me.
143*148
ESTATE OF THOMAS T. BARRETT
eryone
cordially
invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett E. Libby of
home of Mrs. Minnie Newbert, Wads basis of committee members present.
late of Fresno. Calif., deceased, first and that radio which you can't get flxed —;—7------ i—T
we have an expert radio re,£"251, ?£„,/2e,Is ln private
The score to be allowed the fifth item shall be determined by the chairmen Manchester, N. H.. are in town for Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Crowley and final account filed for allowance by Z. alsewhere,
worth street.
pair man who can flx It at a reasonable faml y
55 BROADWAY.________ 143-145
Dwinal. Admr.
Miss Christine Moore attended the in the community and the chairman of the dinner committee. The com the weekend, the guests of relatives children and Miss Jeanie McConchie ! M.ESTATE
ADDIE N. FURBISH late charge. HOUSE-SHERMAN. Inc. Next, TO LET—Five room tenement newly
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cash enter motored to Danvers Wednesday to of Lynfield.OFMass.,
funeral of her uncle. P. A. Moore, munity will be allowed 10 points if all possible arrangements have been made
door
to
Ford
Agency.
Rockland.
130-tI
papered
and
painted, excellent location
deceased, first and
Wednesday in Lisbon. Mr. Moore before the hour arrives for opening the meeting, such as having the hall tained at dinner Thanksgiving Day- spend the holiday with Dr. and Mrs. final account filed for allowance by WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy i Apply L- A THURSTON. Tel. 1159 RockFrederick E. Furbush of Lynfield, Mass.. copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the ,n°'____________
141-143
was a brother of the late Joseph E. open, fires built, rooms warm, tables set, fire in the kitchen range, water Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham and John Stanton and family.
home news, at Central News Co . 66 Con
TO LET—Two houses practically new.
son Oliver.
Bad weather did its best to spoil Exr.
Moore with whom he used to spend a heating and food for dinner largely prepared in advance.
gress
St.;
or
Ross
News-stand.
381
Con

One
has
four
rooms
with
bath,
all
on
first
ESTATE OF ANNIE H HART late of
It is essential for every Farm Bureau'member to be present so that next
Charles S.Gardner was a business the annual fair of the Ladies' Aid Hope.
few days each year. He was 83 years
floor, with garage. The other six rooms
Petition for Administration, ask gress St.
year
’
s
work
will
be
chosen
as
they
wish.
The
following
communities
will
visitor
in
Portland
Friday.
Tuesday
night
but
in
spite
of
it
about
with
bath.
Both
heat
on
less
than
five
ing that Halver A. Hart, or some 'other
of age. and lived at the family home
plan their 1931 schedule the week of December 2:
Whitefield.
| tons of coal. If you want something
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Ames were $60 was taken. A very fine entertain suitable person be appointed Admr.
stead in Lisbon.
( extraordinary In modern rents see these
For Sale
Tuesday; Dresden, Wednesday; Montsweag, Thursday; Edgecomb, Friday; hosts to a dinner party Thursday ment was furnished in the evening without bond.
• « * *
HARRIET A. MORTON late of St. __________________________________________ I offerings at once. H. H. STOVER, 111
Bunker Hill, Saturday. The home demonstration agent attends all of these
Donald George and family and meetings. The County Agent attends all but the meeting in Montsweag. here consisting of Mr. and Mrs. D. A by elocutiop pupils of Miss Adelyn George, deceased. Petition for Probate FOR SALE—Three piece over-stuffed; Llmerock St. Tel. 1201.__________ 142-144
Whitmore, and daughter Lillian and Bushnell and displayed the fine of Will, asking that same may be proved living room suite. Price $75. Inquire 39 TO LET—Two furnished rooms lor
Miss Alice George were dinner guests Mr. Eastman, Twin County Agent, will be present.
£43*145 light housekeeping Lights, gas. Adults
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. St. Clair and training and ability of girls. Miss and allowed and that Letters Testamen RANKIN ST. Tel. 750-R.
Thursday of Mrs. Levi Turner and
tary be issued to Leland G. Morton of
E—Living room, bedroom and 25}y
N' sylvester« 23 Cedar St.
Montsweag is outstanding in the plans made for its meeting. Mrs. Car son Warner of Owl's Head.
FOR SALEFlorence
Deane,
Dorothy
Harvey.
St.
George
he
being
the
executor
named
Miss Kay Turner.
niture. range and heater at1 ■ ' HU”J
____________________ 119-tf
kitchen furniture.
rie Hodgdon, chairman of the entertainment committee, has been right on
Mrs.
Grace
Cooper
who
has
been
Alzada
North
and
Marion
Watts.
in
the
Will
without
bond.
Jane Barry and Stephen Barry, the job. Also the dinner committee, Ethel Leavitt, Carrie Hodgdon, Sadie
bargain. Quick sale desired as leaving
TO LET—Three room apartment on
occupying
her
home
on
Limerock
ESTATE
OF
JOHN
SULLIVAN
late
of
town.
MRS.
ALFRIEDE
RAYNES.
Owls
Orient
St.
NELSON
B COBB FullerCleveland
Sleeper
was
initiated
students at University of Maine, Nelder and Laura Evans. Anna Soule has charge of local news items. The street the past summer left Wednes
Rockport, deceased, first and final ac Head. Me. Tel. 385-14.
143*145 Cobb-Davis.
'
i4i-tf
spent the holiday with their mother, program: Singing. America; prayer. Rev. Plinette Allen; recitation, T^he day for New Bedford. Mass., where into the Masonic Lodge here Mon count filed for allowance by James J. FOR SALE—Registered Jersey bull.
j TO LET—Flve room flat. All modern
day
night.
Sullivan.
Admr.
at their home on Main street,
Farm Bureau Hen, by Anna Mae Berry; music, John Carter; recitation, Mrs.
vears old; perfectly clever and all right, at 23 Fulton St. ROSE PRESCOTT 240
will remain with friends during
ESTATE OF JOHN SULLIVAN late of 300 R. I. red pullets, laying. EDGAR Broadway.
141-143
A Christmas festival month has Mary Hunnewell; talk on Community Cooperation, Rev. Charles E. Titus; she
Frank Maloney Jr., returned to his
the
winter.
Rockport, deceased. Petition for Distri MOODY. Tel. 9-4 Union.
143*145 ----------------------------been planned for the Federated recitation, The County Agent, Mrs. Marion Berry; remarks, Charles Eastman,
home here Sunday from Knox Hos bution filed by James J. Sullivan. Admr.
TO LET—Eight room house alter Dec
Mrs.
Warren
Hill
and
daughter
FOR SALE—40 A. farm, 8 room house. 15. furnished, all modern conveniences
Curch to begin on Sunday next. County Agent.
pital and is recovering rapidly after
ESTATE OF WILLIAM RAYNES. late
Jessie and Florence Hill of Medford. an
and barn connected, electric lights, with or without garage at Ingraham
Tire sermon topics for the morning
operation for a very bad case of of Owl’s Head, deceased. Petition for Li ell
never falling water ln house and barn. ?ii'' os,MwNIE SMI
---------™' ’ -37"’ Spring"
8?.
Mass.,
were
recent
guest
of
Miss
cense to Sell Real Estate filed by Elfrlede hen houses for 300 hens, good orchard. Tel. 981-W.
appendicitis.
worship will be appropriate to the
141*143
Doherty
and
infant
son
Donald
of
Mattie
Russell.
J. Haynes. Admx. asking that she may 10 A. blueberry land, gravel pit. Low
and
Mrs.
Leland
Philbrook
and
sons
season, and special features are being
Frank Maloney, Jr., has returned be licensed to sell at private sale certain price. Other farms at good bargains. TO LET—House 5 or 9 rooms, EVA
Albert Mank and son Al
Mrs. Mertie Crowley left Wednes
arranged for the evening services. Vaughn and Warren, all of Portland; Rockland,
141*143
real estate belonging to said estate situ M. R. MILLER, East Union. Me.
142*143 AMES. 28 Elm St. Tel. 1293.
home from Knox Hospital where he ated
bert, Jr. and Dorothy Harrington.
day for a visit in Boston.
in Owl's Head and described in said
Sunday morning the subject will be Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Thompson,
FOR SALE—Chow puppies, strong and qo1?, A'EJr_GoOd warm room Apply
was operated on for appendicitis.
petition.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
C.
Davis
have
re

Mrs.
Roland
Thompson.
Friendship:
_______________ 141*143
“And the Word Became Flesh.” In
A good delegation from Forget-me- ESTATE OF WILLIAM RAYNES. late healthy. Irom championship stock Hong M
turned from a recent trip to' Bos
and Mrs. Eugene Durgin. Mrs.
TENANT’S HARBOR
King and Sum Sultan blood lines.: TO LET—Two furnished rooms with
the evening there will be a presenta Mr.
not Chapter, O.E.S., attended Grace of Owl’s Head, deceased. Petition for Al Kong
ton.
Susie
Philbrook,
Mrs.
Sadie
French,
better
Order now for Christmas j private bath. 192 LIMEROCK ST Tel
tion of “Silent Night. Holy Night,” in
filed by Elfrlede J. Raynes. None
“The Horizon of Christ" will be the
delivery. $35 up. AVA CLARK SIMP- 600 or 211-M
139-tf
Remember that next Wednesday is Chapter ' in Thomaston Wednesday lowance,
ad Mrs. Selden Robinson, War Sunday
Admx.
pantomimed form. The special fea Mr.
morning subject at the Bap the date of the fair of the ladies' aid night.
SON. Crlehaven. Me.
142-144 ! Tn . r.r—------ -— -------------------ren;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bertram
opeland.
ESTATE OF ADA S. GARDNER late of -------------------------------------------------------- ------- to LET—Eight-room house, all modtures for the following Sunday eve Mrs. Emma Seavey, Mrs. Florence tist Church, with special music. of the M. E. Church. Many attract
FOR SALE—Twelve foot store counter 1 ern Improvements at 14 Shaw Ave InClarence Rackliff went to Boston
deceased. Petition for Admin
nings are: Dec 7, carol service by the Copeland, Miss Barbara Perry, Thom Communion will be observed at the ive fancy articles, aprons, cookea Wednesday night where he has em Rockland,
istratlon asking that Mattie H. Barter of equipped with 16 large drawers. Suit- I quire 10 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel 787
able for grocery or grain store, at your i
136-tf
Rockland,
or
some
other
suitable
per

Girl Scouts; Dec. 14, Christmas pro
close of the morning service, fol food, candy, etc., will be on sale.
ployment Mrs. Rackliff and little son be appointed Admx. without bond
own
price.
GLENDENNING'S
CASH ; Ap™
„„„„„-----7---- —’—
-———
MARKET.
248 Main
St.____________142U44
Mn
gram by the Sunday school; Dec. 21, aston.
lowed
by
Bible
School.
Christian
son
will
go
later.
Mrs.
Effie
Veazie
will
be
hostess
to
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Mank of Endeavor at 6. topic "Our Respon
ESTATE OF ADELIA M SPEAR of
"The Story of the Other Wise Man Wadsworth
135-tf
Helen Sleeper is home from Massa- North Haven. Petition for License to FOR SALE—Sun parlor curtains. Monk | St. ________________ 9
street who have many sibility to Spread the Gospel" is in the Trytohelp Club Monday evening
with music by the choir. A cordial relatives and
Sell
Real Estate filed by Elizabeth C cloth; used a short time. MRS. ANNIE
I
chusetts
over
the
holiday.
at
her
home
on
Central
street.
descendants,
opened
TO LE’x—A warm, sunny apartment of
SMITH.
7
Hill
St..
City.
141*143
Guardian, asking that she may
invitation is extended to those who their home Thanksgiving Day and charge of the devotional commission.
— i dve rooms and bath, private entrance.
Mr. and Mrs. Fernald of South Spear
Regular services Sunday at the
licensed to sell at private sale cer
FOR SALE—Second hand heaters and Inquire of ELIZABETH DONOHUE 89
have no particular church home to made it a day of pleasure to a party Following the 7 o'clock song service Methodist Church: Sermon by pastor Warren were Thanksgiving guests of be
tain real estate belonging to said minor ranges Known makes. Prices very low. I Park St.. Rockland.
»
134-tf
join in this Christmas festival.
will be a stereopticon lecture at 10.30. the 'children's chorus fur- Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Dennison.
situated in North Haven, and described STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Tel. "
----- Z---------------------- —18. Instrumental music and sing there
in said petil
The Auxiliary cook book has been of
“
Telling
the
Story
in
Telugu
Land
”
980, Rockland.
141-143
,teneraenl °" Spring
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roy
Wiggin
had
as
ing furnished entertainment and all
---------■ c'cctrlc lights, gas. flush closet.
ESTATE O. HARRY P. BUCHANAN
promised for delivery Dec. 17. It heartily entered into and enjoyed the with Miss Harriet Long as reader.
FOR SALE—Good used parlor cabinet MRS JOSEPH DONDIS. 69 Beech St Tel
dinner guests Thanksgiving Day Mrs.
of Camderf deceased. Petition for heater
with oil burner Installed. A. S. 42-W.
,26 .»
will make a nice Christmas remem Thanksgiving dinner. The list of the
For RHEUMATISM take Belle Allen, Mrs. Lizzie Babb and i' late
Allowance, filed by Mary A. Buchanan SIMMONS. Warren. Me. Tel. 12-11.
~~
i
.------------------------------ —
brance for friends far and near. company included Mr. and Mrs. War
ST. GEORGF
140*145
io LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
Angus MacLeod and father of Rock Admx.
and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U
Any member of the American Legion ren Mank. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Loon
BUXTONS
ESTATE OF BENJAMIN K WARE late ------------------------------------------------------ _u
land.
The Sunday morning service in the
FOR SALE—Pipeless furnace, large < COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel. 77
122-tf
Washington, deceased. Petition for
auxiliary will be glad to take your and sons Kenneth. Arthur and Rus Baptist
Ivan Rackliff has empoyment as of
size, used one season; two three gallon i Tn , c-r—"—-—— - „ --------------Church continues to be held
RHEUMATIC
SPECIFIC
Allowance,
filed
by
Alice
M.
Ware
of
coffee urns with electric heaters, can MRS WT
order, and see that the book is de sell. Mrs. Edward Maloney and chil at 9.15. There will be a service
You will not regret it. For sale at all chief engineer on the Joseph Steele. Washington. Petitioner.
use gas or electricity; one Hot Point! T^ 874 w
KENNISTON, 176 Main St.
livered.
dren Edith and Karl of Cushing; Mr.
Mrs. Gladys Harlow has received
ESTATE OF HARRY FOLLANSBEE automatic electric range, four burners, —:—evening at 7, subject: “In a leading drug stores. Let us send you
___________
138-tf
The auxiliary of Williams-Brazier and Mrs. Bion Whitney and daugh Sunday
late
of
Camden,
deceased.
Petition
for
TO LET—Five room furnished apart
” Communion after the eve a booklet. Buxton Rheumatic Med! word of the death of her brother Administration, asking thdt Charles C. oven and broiler. TEL. Thomaston 54.
Post will meet with Miss Harriet ter Carleen. Mr. and Mrs Charles Corner.
____________________________
_____
139-tf
1
All
modern
improvements.
Inquire
at
Burnley in Boston.
ning service.
cine Co.. Abbot Village, Me.
Wood of Camden, be appointed Admr.
FOR
SALE—Chinchilla
rabbits
in
ELM ST-:__________
131-tf
Williams Friday at 7.30. The sale
, without bond.
Cushing.
Inquire of MATTI NIEMI.
of cook books will be discussed, also
TO LET-Apartment ln Bicknell block.
ESTATE OF MINNIE A CLARK late of Route 2. box 85. Warren.
138*143 Apply to B. B SMITH, Thorndike * Hix
Hix
“What shall we do to help at Christ
Rockland, dbceased, Petition for Pro
Lobster
Co. Tel. 208.
131-tf
FOR SALE—Gas range with oven,
bate of Will, asking that same may be
mas time.”
broiler and 4 burners. Used very little, i
proved
and
allowed
and
that
Letters
The ladies’ circle of the Baptist
186-R. 64___________________________
SUMMER ST.
138*tf_! WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
Testamentary be issued to Herbert C. Tel.
_____________
Church will meet Wednesday after
Clark of Rockland, he being the execuFOR SALE—Two electric motors, 7 *2 £°P es
The Courier-Gazette, with the
; tor named in the will to serve -with h. p. and 2 h. p., in good shape; also
noon, supper at 6 o'clock followed by
news, at Central News Co.. 66 Conbond.
Standard computing scales. W. F. TIB- gress 5* ’ or Ross News-stand, 381
Cona program. The housekeepers ap
ESTATE OF CHARLES COLLAMORE BETTS, 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
1
st-_______
pointed are Mrs. Leila Smalley. Miss
'The
GREATER
late of Vinalhaven. first and final ac- '
122-tf
WHBN IN BOSTON-You can buy
Christine Moore. Mrs. Hazel Young,
count filed for allowance by Frank H.
Ingraham of Rockland. Public Admin-’---°R-?ALE —® fi-^e Strornb^rK-Carl- copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Miss Lucy Kalloch, Miss Dorothy
News
son radios, a Rolls Royce of all radios home news, at the Old South news
| istrator
Can be seen and heard at 53 Tillson Ave.
WashlD,?ton St., next Old South
Thorndike, Miss Helen Killeran.
------------------------_
..
.
121t(
j
Churcm
also
at
M.
Andaman's,
284
TreESTATE OF MILES
SIDELINGER. I SHAPIRO BROS.. Rockland
• « • «
late of Union, deceased, first and final
FOR
SALEFifty
houses
of
all
descrip

account for allowance by Frank H. In
Services Sunday at the Baptist
tions in Rockland. A large list of sumgraham. Admr.
Church: At 9.45, Sunday school; 11,
Witness
VFT7PT? t
PDiiuvADn ! mer cotta8es- In ^ct all kinds of real
F
'iurt,1 LZ?Rd
CRAWFORD, , estate. Come and talk over my list 11
morning worship, topic, “Your Best
Esquire. Judge of Probate Court for you wish
* ■ • to
• •buy. ------------(COACH $895}
ROBERT—U. COLLINS
Friend;” 7 p. m.. the boys who at
Knox County. Rockland. Maine.
See and Hear the New
375 Main St. Tel. 77.
131-y
Attest:
tended the State Conference in Ban
OTHER BODY MODELS AS ATTRACTIVELY EulCED . SPECIAL EQUIPMENT EXTRA . ALL PUCES F. O. B. DETROIT
CHARLES
L.
VEAZIE
Register.
gor will report the proceedings.
143-8-149
Miscellaneous
Mrs. Fannie Brown is visiting her
son Crockett in Boston.
CROSLEY
$500
SECURES
160 ACRE FARM, pair
Oliver Cromwell is at his home
Notices or Appointment
good horses, hens. cart. plow, harrow,
here until Suday.
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro cultivator, double and single harnesses,
Leon Leighton, Jr. and family of
bate for the County of Knox, in the cream separator, tools, hay. corn, pota
“BUDDY”
State of Maine, hereby certify that in toes. etc., etc.. Included. Extra «good
- -9Lewiston were Thanksgiving Day
the following estates the persons were room l|ouse. 60 ft. barn. silo, poultry
visitors with his parents at the Knox
appointed Administrators or Executors h°use, Stable. Only 2 miles village.
fertile dark loam for corn, potatoes, hay.
Hotel.
and on the dates hereinafter named
RADIO
Miss Janet Leighton who teaches
CONVERSE E. JONES late of Wash 10-cow spring pasture. 300 cords wood.
ington. deceased. November 4th, 1930. 50 apple trees. Glorious views, near
in Springfield. Mass., spent the holi
Harry L Webber of Washington, was ap lake. To close quickly $1800 takes all
$500 down. Pg. 22 Strout’s catalogue
day and weekend at Knox Hotel.
pointed Admr. with bond.
Write
today.
copy
free.
STROUT
Mrs. Lee Walker and son Douglass
FRANK C. PERRY late of Appletdfb AGENCY. 813-DG Old South Bldg., Bos-1
spent Thanksgiving Day in their home
deceased. November 18th, 1930, Myrtle ton. Mass.
143-lt
Perry Cullinen of Dexter, Maine, was ap
on Knox street. Mr. Walker is slow
DR. JOHN A. LUNT. office at 7 Llmepointed Admx. without bond.
COACH or. 2 PASSENGER. COUPE
ly recovering from a serious illness.
rock St., over Limerock restaurant, every, Complete—Installed in Your Home
LENA A. NEWBERT late of Cushing Tuesday 10 a. m. to 6 p. m„ treatment
Young Tabbutt is improving steadideceased. November 18th. 1930. Ernest H. and reading by appointment.
OTHIR BOOT MOQ/LS AS ATTRACTIVELY WRICEOSFECIAl EQUIPMENT EXTRA
. AU PRICES P. O. S. DETROIT
137-tf
lv from his recent operation at Knox
Newbert of Cushing, was appointed
Admr. without bond.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
Hospital.
EVERETT E SPEAR late ot North at the Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm St.
Miss Larissa Richards, spent the
Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES
Haven, deceased. November 18th, 1930, Tel.
519-J________
'
131-tf
holiday at her home here. She is
Elizabeth C. Spear ol North Haven, was
taking nurse’s training in a hospital
appointed Admx. without bond.
let E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
in Portland.
GEORGE H. HART late of Rockland and repair your furniture at 216 LIME632 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
deceased. November 18th. lf' J, Vernon ROCK ST. Tel. 1010,______________ 131 .tf
Mrs. Phyllis Bowman of Portland is
I.
Hart of Auburn. Mass., wa, appointed
FOR SALE—B*enobscot Bay farms and
visiting her mother, Mrs. Fred Davis.
Admr. without bond.
Authorized Amrad and Croslcy
cottages for sale and rent, attractive
Miss Lena Shorey has been at home
WILLIAM RAYNES late of Owl's Head prices. Ideal loactlons. tea houses, and
I
for a few days.
Dealer
deceased. November 18th. 1930. Elfrlede shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast,
128-t !
J. Raynes of Owl's Head, was appointed Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Turner of
142-tr
Admx. with bond.
South Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs.
BY WILLIAM J. McANEENY
GEORGE L SPRAGUE late of Wash
Errol Buker and son were Thanks
ington. deceased. November 18th, 1930,
President, Hudson Motor Cor Company
giving Day guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Alice A. Hilt of Union, and John W.
GLOBE LAUNDRY
Enright of Jefferson. Maine, were a„
Truman Sawyer.
pointed Admrs. with bond.
Work Done Anywhere
• * * «
We have built these models up to and beyond the 1931
Portland, Maine
WALTER A. ROBERTSON late Of
In the years when the present cor
Thomaston, deceased, November 18th.
Prompt Service
Family Washings
respondent first was connected with
1930. W. J. Robertson of Thomaston, was Quality Work,
standards of performance and quality in every way, and
Owner-Management Permits
appointed
Admr.
without
bond.
The Courier-Gazette family gather
Water pipes Repaired and Relaid.
Called For and Delivered
MARY C. STANLEY late of Rockland
have never in our history offered so many improvements.
Exclusive Value Advantages
ings were a marked feature of the
Inside and Out. Digging included.
deceased, November 18th. 1930. Stanley
Parcel
Delivery
Service
Thanksgiving and Christmas seasons.
Pipes Wired Out. Sewers Dug,
A. Snow, was appointed Admr. d b n c
Quality
is
greater
down
to
the
last
detail.
Every
phase
of
Owner-management
enables
Hudson*
t. a without bond.
Absent ones in those times who were
Laid Out and Cleaned when
Walter
Dorgan,
Tei.
106R
not able to have a holiday were wont
FRANK G. NORTON late of Camden
Essex to give you outstanding ad
Plugged.
Cesspools
Dug and
performance has been greatly improved, and the luxury we
deceased, November 18th, 1930. Glenn L
to express the pleasure they received
Rocked.
Shallow Cellars Dug
vantages in quality and price. The
Norton, was appointed Exr
without
have
built
into
the
cars
is
substantially
greater
than
eyer
from reading the reports of such
bond.
Deeper.
Floors Cemented and
men who are now guiding its destir.ies
gatherings with the lists of the enter
Walls Repaired.
TILESTON B. WYLLIE late of Thombefore.
Motors
are
larger
and
more
powerful.
An
efficient
tainers and their guests. There
have been with the company since its
aston. deceased. November 18th, 1930,
Annie J. Wyllle of Thomaston, was ab:
were a number of such gatherings
system of oil cooling is introduced. A marked improvement
inception twenty-two years ago. Its
pointed Exx. without bond.
S. E. Eaton
this year worthy of notice because of
ADDIE N. FURBISH late of Lynfield.
department heads and principal dis
in carburetion increases flexibility and economy. Bodies are
TEL. 534-J
ROCKLAND, ME.
the attendance. At the farm home
Mass . deceased. November 18th 1930
tributors are its controlling owners.
of Mrs. Olive Brasier on Brooklyn
Irederick
E
Furbush
of
Lynfield.
Mass
longer and wider. These cars possess the finest, easiest riding
was appointed Exr. without bond. Alan
Heights there met Mr. and Mrs. Rod
Their independence is backed by un
1. Bird of Rockland. Maine was appoint
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
ney Brasier, Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
qualities. For the first time, such comfort is available at
ed Agent In Maine.
usually large resources in capital and
STEAMBOAT CO.
Brasier and child, and Mr. and Mrs.
LUCY A. ROBINSON late of Rockland,
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
these low prices. Only great manufacturing economies and
plant facilities. It enables Hudson.
Raymond Spear and chid. Two other
deceased, November 18th, 1930. Alan L.
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
Uird of Rockland was appointed Exr.
sons who had dinner with their
A. M.. Stonington 6.25. North Haven 725.
Essex to lead in design and engineer
with bond.
the fact that our large resources permit us to take the fullest
Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rockmother were not able to remain for
-land about 9.30.
ing quality. It permits economies in
FRANK S. RHODES late of Rockland,
the evening.
possible advantage of reduced commodity prices have en
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
deceased November 25th. 1930. William
manufacture and distribution that
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Alpheus
Vinalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3.30. Ston
H. Rhodes of Rockland was appointed
Exr.
with
bond.
abled
us
to
offer
the
public
the
greatest
combination
of
qual

ington
at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan's
Jones, Wadsworth street, was the
bring exceptional quality direct to the
Attest::
Island about 6.00 P M
meeting place of 23 relatives and a
B.
H. STINSON, General Agent.
public
at
distinct
price
advantages.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
ity and low prices in our entire history.
few invited guests Thanksgiving eve
143-tf
ning. In this company were a num
Those
rythmic
clicks
of
ber gifted with musical ability, among
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
them Harry Locke who has served as
our presses will be encored
t
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
organist in a number of churches in
later by the tinkle of the
lar
Lameness,
Sprains
and
Bruises
his home city of Portland. Singing
The Accumulative
when
had a prominent part on the pro
cash register.
For The
gram. The occasion was made addi
Courier-Gazette printing
METHYL BALM
tionally interesting by the serving of
Effect of Good
a dinner where the menu called for
is the kind that produces
will bring almost instant relief?
everything recognized as essential to
sales. Experience proves it.
A ecientifically compounded ex
Advertising
the day. So delighted were the
ternal application that should be
guests with their entertainment that
in every home. Sold only at
Call 770
they agreed to meet again at the
Cannot
home of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Durgin
for Estimates
Johnston
’
s
Drug
Store
in Warren Saturday evening. Mrs.
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Be Overestimated
Durgin was formerly Miss Viola
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
Philbrook . Those present besides Mr.
75 cents
and Mrs. Jones were Mr. anti Mrs.
Mtf
Elmer Locke and Harry Locke, Mr.
THOMASTON

In Everybody’s Column

FARM BUREAU PLANNING MEETINGS

tft

to

ft

TODAY e • • Two New Cars Now Ready • • • TODAY
the UKCA I t K

HUDSON

Amazing qualities

EIGHT
2-PASS.
COUPE

875

Astounding prices

ESSEX ^.T'1595

$64.50

"We invade a new field with vastly
improved cars at the lowest prices in our history"

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

See Both New Cars Today A:

Blaisdell Automobile Co.

712 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

The Courier- Gazette
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Every-Other-Day

dies' auxiliary of Canton Molineaux
AT GORHAM NORMAL
CAMDEN
Monday evening.
Amorife the Gorham Normal School
Mrs. Frank Handley entertained
; students who spent Thanksgiving Nathan Andrews of Thomaston is
holidays with their parents were visiting Mr. and Mrs. Leo F. Strong. the Friday Reading Club yesterday.
I Miss Feme Whitney and Miss Edith Mrs. Luella Tuttle and Mrs. Bertha Mrs. Charles Weaver read.
Mrs. Inez Crosby is in Auburn in
Wall of Rockport, and Miss Grechin French are entertaining at Green
Waltz and Miss Evelyn Winchen- Gables at luncheon and bridge next the interest of the ladies’ auxiliary
to the Canton.
baugh of Waldoboro.
Wednesday afternoon.
Alvin Jagels, Frank Thomas, Miss
Mrs. Henry Horton of the Jeffer- Charles Babb who is attending a
in addition to personal notes regarding [
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday I,son PT®)'618 of Portland gave a brief textile school in Lowell, Mass., is Bernice Hopkins and Judson Lord,
departures and arrivals, this department evening at the Universalist vestry.; summary, in chapel, of the play , visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs. C. students at the U. of M., spent thc
eapeelaliv desires information of social
'with Mrs. George L. St.'; ‘,Old Homestead " which is at Jef- WilkesBBabbP
holiday in town.
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. JSotes
Rev. and Mrs. G. L. Pressey of
sent bv mall or telephone will be gladly Clair chairman.
ea“'J?15
) Henry Beverage, daughter Frances
received.
* m?eHn«rh?n he CTnJI and son Donald °f Portland, spent Boothbay Harbor are guests of Mr.
TELEPHONE .............................. 770 or 794-W
the
with Mr-and Mrs- a- F-and Mrs-E-M-CrosbyMrs. A. P. Blaisdell has had as room on Tuesday. tTX"
The
Mrs. Margaret A. Orbeton spent
Beverage.
guests Thanksgiving week her daughMr. and Mrs. Edwin L. Brown had ter MissDorothy Blaisdell,
director | a«a,>St^'snoiisored bv^the chjb'hiMr- and Mrs. Ora R- Brown left
Thanksgiving in Rockville with her
for Thanksgiving day guests Mr.and of physicaleducation
at Marble- i competition for the cup which is ' yesterday by motor for Miami, where cousin Mrs. Leonora Fores.
Mrs. A. J. Huston of Portland, Mr. head, Mas., asnd Miss Evelyn
Ken being offered by the school for the they
spend several weeks. Dur- Sarah Elizabeth, widow of Sumner
and Mrs. A. J. Bird and Mrs. Alberta nedy of Lynn.
best social entertainment of the year. in8 their stfly there, they will fly to Conant, died Thursday at her home
B. Rose.
on Chestnut Hill following a long illHavana,
Cuba,
for a short visit.
No definite decision was reached and
Members of1 the Monday Club will ness. She was born in Saco but had
The
regular
meeting
of
the
BPW
each
member
was
asked
to
bring
a
Mr. and Mrs. Edward D. Spear
will be Thursday evening. Sup- , written suggestion to the next meet- hold an open meeting Dec. 1, at resided in Camden for many years.
spent the holiday at Philbrook Farm, Club
per
at
6.30, and it is expected that ing.
Undercliffe, the home of Mrs. E A The funeral will be held today .Sat
Shelburne, N. H.
urday. at. 2 o'clock, Rev. Leroy Camp
Mrs. Sara Laflin Hammonds, State The weekly Girls' Glee Club prac- Robbins.
tice was held on Tuesday this; At the regular meeting of Amity m U,b
b6
president will be present.
'
The Sons of Union Veterans Aux
week instead of Wednesday, because Lodge, last evening, there was work
1 e Mountain .Street cemetery,
iliary will hold . a whist party in
Mary Small, a freshman of of the Thanksgiving recess. Miss ; in the Fellowcraft degree.
G.A.R. hall next Tuesday night with theMiss
Gardner-Spofford
Home Economic department at Maralyn Hooper of Rockland, is one
Friends-In-Council will meet
Mrs. Evie Perry as hostess.
Farmington State Normal School is of the accompanists in the club.
with Mrs. j0Seph Emery In Rock- The home of Mr. and Mrs. E. M.
Crosby was the scene of a pretty
Miss Elizabeth M. Le Prohon of spending the Thanksgiving recess A unique suggestion ^as presented i^d next Tuesday evening,
wedding Thursday, when at 11 o'clock.
to
the
student
body
by
Principal
with
her
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Laconia, N. H., is visiting her sister,
chapel Monday morning. Llewellyn Bridges of Farmington Miss Maxine Spofford. adopted
Russell
at
Charles
Small.
Mrs. William P. Walsh.
11 was mat a cup should be offered ^®nt tbeJ?°hlay Wiih.?U parents daughter of Mrs. Mabel Withee, and
*
---<
for the most original, interesting, "M and Mrs' Oscar Bridges'
Bertram Gardner, both of Rockport,
Ralph
Fowler
of
Colby
College
ate
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Burkett
and delightful entertainment to be • The Baptist Calendar Club will were united in marriage by Rev. G.
Thanksgiving
dinner
at
his
Rockland
and daughters Winnifred and Freda
put on by the various organizations ^°'d
'ast meeting of the season L. Pressey of Boothbay Harbor. The
of Camden were dinner guests home.
of the school. Tlyis suggestion was I Wednesday evening. Supper at 6.30 single ring service was used: The
Thanksgiving Day of Mrs. Annie
bride wore a dress of green mousseMr. and Mrs. George Kinney have warmly accepted by the student;0 clock.
Douglas, Warren street.
gone to New London to spend the body. It furnishes aq incentive to Leon Varney of Bath sDent Mne and carried pink chrysanthemums. They were unattended. Din
Miss Barbara Atkinson who ls winter with Mr. and Mrs. Charles clubs to offer a more varied form of Thanksgiving with his mother Mrs ner was served immediately follow
making her home with her aunt Mrs. H. Cables. Mr. Kinney will receive entertainment than the usual dance. | Tena Salisbury.
Competition for the cup should be Miss Louise Dyer of Colby College ing the ceremony and the young
Minnie Rogers, left Wednesday for ; hospital treatment there
keen.
is home for the Thanksgiving recess couple left for a wedding trip. They
Ellsworth where she spent Thanks
will reside in Augusta where the
Mrs. Marion Cobb Fuller and son
Miss Edith Wall of Rockport was with her mother Mrs. Ada Dyer,
giving with her father. Ralph At
Nathan of Augusta were holiday j awarded a “star” toward her num- Clifford Taylor and David Crock- groom has a fine position with the
kinson. She will return Sunday.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph erals for gifls' athletics. This star I ett, students at Oxford College in Western Union Telegraph Company.
signifies that she has earned 25 Cambridge, Mass., are guests of relaMrs. Lucy E. Seeley, Mrs. Billings Emery.
SOUTH HOPE
pointa in playing in various athletic tives in Camden,
and Mrs. Vesta Pierce were Thanks
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Legage games.
Miss Lena Ames of Boston is visltgiving Day guests of Mrs. Seeley's son
were Thanksgiving Day guests of Mr.
Mrs. Nina Taylor and’Mrs. A. W.
----------------ing her parents, Postmaster and Mrs.
Arthur Clough, Purchase street.
and Mrs. Nelson Spear in Cushing.
Heath spent Thanksgiving week in
WHITNEV-WYMAN
, Leslie D. Ames, Sea street.
Mrs. Rose Watts who has been
New Bedford (Mass.) Mercury: I Mrs- Louise McAllister of Boston Rutland, Mass. Mrs. Taylor was
Dr. Myron Hahn of Boston spent Beautiful in its simplicity was the Iis the guest of Dr. and Mrs. W. Lee guest of her step-daughter Jeanette,
visiting her father William A. Maxey
Mrs. Heath wfts
was £,,,PKf
guest "off hpr
her son
Sr., James street and other relatives Thanksgiving with his parents, Mr. ceremony which united Miss Alice Diskens
u
t
j ,
! and Mrs
in this city and vicinity the pa,st three and Mrs. Myron J. Hahn.
Hope Wyman, daughter of Mr. and Albert Wilson has returned from a Howard Woster, formerly of this
weeks, left yesterday for her home
Mrs. A. T. Wyman of 51 Central ™nt
his daughter
East place.
Mrs. Thomas Keating spent the avenue, to William Randolph Whitin Belmont, Mass.
H. A. Hart and son Elmer are on a
___
holiday with her sister Mrs. ney of this city. The ceremony took There will be a meeting of the hunting- trip.
Miss Leola Robinson and mother, Blanchard, in Claremont, N. H.
place Friday evening, Nov. 21 in the ya™ Bur““ De<;. 3 at Megunticook
Mrs. Laura Clifford 9f Damaris
Mrs. Ella Robinson of Wiley's Cor
First Methodist Church which was
bal.' aub.ject’ Christmas cotta spent Thanksgiving week with
Forest Pinkerton and family had decorated with palms and chrysan-(Suggest‘°"|s'
ner, St. George, have moved to this
Junch at noon- her daughter Mrs. Charles Dunbar.
city, and are occupying the Bicknell as Thanksgiving guests Rev. and themums The service was read by i 1 ' and Mrs. Frank Thomas of
Mrs. Evelyn Vining spent Thanks
apartment, 12 Knox street, for the Mrs. J. L. Pinkerton of Friendship. Rev Carl C Clarke pastor of the Bangor and TiIlson Thomas °f Colb>'
giving Day in Warren.
winter.
Miss Grace Pinkerton and Rev. J. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Monkhouse of
Collind and family of Clinton.
dered a program of brgan music beMrs. Alma Leo of Rockland is visit Portland were in town over ThanksAlbert Cables who has been con
fore
and
during
the
ceremony.
ing her daughter Mrs. Harry Rich- giving Day.
Miss Eveline Tyler came home from
fined to his home on North Main
The bride was dressed in her going ards.
A. L. Esancy had an ill turn Wed
street by illness has recovered suffi Boston for the holiday and week
away costume of brown chiffon Frederick Jagels of Portland is the nesday but is now improving.
ciently to be out and about.
end.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Wellman spent
Miss Leola Wellman of Portland velvet and carried talisman roses. guest of his mother Mrs Prederick
Thanksgiving with relatives in Hope.
The ladies of the Universalist spent Thanksgiving with her parents, Her only attendant was Miss Irene jagejs
u™™ ?ne2LE±i Walter Broadhead who attends the
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Lermond spent
church are to serve supper Thursday Mr. and Mrs. George A. Wellman, P,et»e^V °/
evening at 6; with this committee in New County road. Clifford Wellman of Medford was Mr. Whitney s best textile schooi in Philadelphia, is at Thanksgiving Day with Mr. and Mrs.
man. Immediately at the close of home with his parents Mr. and Mrs M. W. Taylor.
charge: Mrs. L. R. Campbell, chair- ; of Hope was also a guest there,
the ceremony the bride and groom w
Broadhead.
There will be a baked bean supper
man, Mrs. E. W. Berry, Mrs. J. F.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. Britto received their friends in front of There will be a card party at Green at South Hope Grange hall next
Knight, Mrs. R. L. Jones, Mrs. W.
E. Morgan, Mrs. Ernest Campbell, spent Thanksgivng in Stockton the chancel o fthe church, after Gables Tuesday evening Dec 9 for Thursday night at the usual hour.
Miss Anna J. Thorndike, Miss Flora Springs, guests of the Colcord sisters which they returned to the bride's the benefit of the District Nursing Price 25 and 15 cents. There will
home
where
60 close friends Association. Refreshments will be also be a party in the evening, ad
-------v..-----about
en
Wise. Mrs. W. T. Cobb. Mrs. H. P. andOr. C. E. Britto.
and immediate relatives were enter served.
mission five cents. Proceeds go tow
Blodgett, Qfiss Ellen J. Cochran, Mrs.
-—
Ida Ma::cy, Mrs. L. W. Walker and
Charles Perry of North Conway, tained. Mr and Mrs. Whitney are There will be a meeting of the la- ard paying for hall.
making
their
wedding
trip
jjy
motor
Mrs. Adelaide Butman. The supper N. H. and Chester Morrill of Lewiston
is taking place on Thursday due to are guests this week of Mr. Perry's and on their return will make their
home for a time with the bride's
the annual Methodist fair on the pre- 1 sister, Mrs. Annie Webber.
parents, 51 Central avenue. The
ceding night.
i
--------Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hallowell and bride is a graduate of the Medford
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Veazie en-. sons Edgar and Frank spent Thanks- High School, having been a member
The Screen's Gr; test Comedy Team in Their
tertained the Fuller family to the giving at A. K. Ludwig's. Thomaston, of the 1927 class. Mr. Whitney
Greatest Picbirt■y A Bombshell cf Laughter
graduated
from
the
Medford
High
numljer of ten with Thanksgiving
-t—
The “Cuckoo?’ Theirselves!
School
in
1926.
He
is
the
son
of
Mrs.
turkey.
Mrs. Minnie Cobb is making a
Paulinfe Whitney and the late Wil
---week’s visit in West Newton, Mass.
BERT
liam Whitney of this city and is with
Miss Daphne Winslow who teaohes
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo M. Newbert the Boston Consolidated Gas Co., in
in Norway is spending the weekend
with her mother, Mrs. C. E. Rollins, and children Kendall and Nancy of Boston.
South Weymouth, Mass., return to
Broadway.
day, having spent Thanksgiving with
MICKIE SAYS—
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. McDougall of Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Newbert.
ROBT.
Portland are guests over the week---<0.
end of Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller^
Mrs. R. V. Follett of Boston is the
EVERVBODV WAkfiS SOMETHIklG!
---guest of Rockland friends and relaAlktT IT SOT THEV WAKTT TO
Miss Mina Jenkins of Portland is fives for a few days.
BUY OR SELL SOMETWIklG. OR
the guest of her mother Mrs. J. S.
—
in
Jenkins, over the Yeekend.
Miss Gertrude Phillips was hostess
GET A UEU) JOB, OR HIRE HEU?
OR FIWP SOAAE-THIUGr OR REMT
—to the R. U. Club Friday evening at
Granville Poole of Camden was the her home on Thomaston street. Miss
A HOUSE ^THEV AU, HAVE
WAUTS, WHICH IS WHY VIE CALL
guest Thanksgiving Day of Mr. and Marjorie Brown of North Haven was
THEIR eOWMOH MEEYIklG PLACE
Mrs. L. A. Thurston at The Highlands special guest. The club will meet next
-TH’ WANTAP SECnou
---week with Miss Betty Clark at her
Lady Knox Chapter D. A. R. meets home on Thomaston street.
Monday afternoon at the home: of
---Mrs. Irene Moran, Chestnut street^ at
Mrs. Margaret Forbas has returned
2.30. A Christmas program will be frotn a week's visit with Relatives in
presented under the chairmanship of Boston.
Mrs. Alice Karl.
------Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Collette who
Opportunity Class meets Monday spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs.
MON.-TUES.
evening in the First Baptist parlors. L E Blackington returned to Bangor
ALSO
Members are asked to take gifts ifor F,iday.
NEWS
the box to be sent to the Crow Indian
CARTOON
girl; also old linen pieces and sewing
Walpas and Wilpas Sallinen of
“FOOTBALL"
kit for relief sewing. Mrs. Norah ■ Cushing spent the holiday at Mr. and
Now Playing
COMEDY
Stickney and Mrs. Emeline RaWley Mvs j Mackie's, Old County road,
will act as hostesses.
'
___
“BILLY THE
A Publix Theatre
----Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Collett and
KID’
Miss Carrie Fields of Boston spent daughter Janet have been recent
Thanksgiving with her father. Isaac guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. E. BlackingChapter 1
Fields.
I ton.
"THE INDIANS
Joseph Hooper of Portland was the
Walter D. Thurston of Philadelphia
ARE COMING’
guest of Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Kalloch wbo ,s visiting at his home in CamFulton street, over the holiday.
, den was dinner guest of Miss Gladys
Home
---Oliver, Thanksgiving Day.
of Paramount Pictures
Miss Rose O'Neil is home from;
___
Lesley School over the weekend.
The Methebesec Club at its regular
----------------- ! meeting yesterday afternoon gained
Miss Bicknell has begun her many new ideas on the London Naval
Christmas sale at 12 Knox street. Conference, thanks to Mrs. Mary
She will not take her goods down Perry Rich's enlightening paper on
street this year—adv.
It
that subject and the excellent papers
COMING
with which the topic was supplement
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
ed. Miss Caroline Stanley was host
ess, and the president, Mrs. Irene
Cfor tlie Woman of Tasbion Moran presided. In addition to Mrs.
Rich's paper there were presented:
'Under What Circumstances Is War
A Great Actor Brings You the Surge
Justifiable?" Mrs. Anne Butler; “Total
Disarmament Is Desirable,” Mrs.
and Power of ti e Stormy Seas!
Thelma Snow; "Should Aliens Be Ex
empt From Bearing Arms?" Mrs. Min
nie Rogers; “Should Military Training
Introduces ike Ncv
Be Abolished At University of Maine?"
in
Mrs. Alice Karl. Twenty-two mem
STAY SLIM
bers were present. The president
made announcement of the Maine
BODIChTTE
Federation meeting to be held at
with
Colby College Dec.' 3 At the next
A practical (rarmenc
meeting of the Methebesec Club a col
particularly designed
William Stage Boyd, Jessie Landis
for tha more mature
lection will be taken for a Christmas
A Paramount Drama!
figure, yet is readily
gift. The meeting scheduled for Dec.
Also
adapted to medium
12 will be omitted and in its place
anc alendec types.
Paramount Sound News
The Stay Slim Bodthere will be a meeting at Grand
icette is an all-in-one
Army hall at 3 p. m„ Dec. 5, with Mrs.
Comedy, “Model Women”
bone'oes yarment.
Alton Blackington of Boston as guest
Combining girdle of
“Rolling Along’’
rubberized fabric, and
speaker. Her subject will be “Half
brassiere with uplift
Hours
With
Modern
Authors."
GC°’
bust in Silk Treco—a
perfect foundation for
A Publix Theatre
the modem silhouette.
Rural
Doctor
(meeting
patient)
—
Home of
Slendernes3 without
"I've—er—taken the liberty of send
Paramount Pictures
resorting to health im
pairing diets, can oe
ing
in
my
little
account
again.
”
gratified oy tvearire
Patient—“Is that so? Well, acting
the S*".y Sl’m Bodirette.Stylel642. illus
on your advice, I'm avoiding business
trated (in Pink only),
worries for the present."—Humorist
•11 aszea 34-46.
(London.)
•
SCLD BY
5^1
Shows at
v-.W-X
2.00, 6.30, 8.30

Society

WHEELER

WOLSEY

HALF
SHOT
AT SUNRISE

Seven

SPECIAL
for Month of
December
Ladies’ Dresses Cleansed

and Repaired

$1.00
Extra Charge for Pleating
Ensemble Dresses or 3-Piece Dresses

$1.50
“Only by improved methods and equipment are we able to make this special

We guarantee the quality of this work as being of the best.

price.”

A wonderful opportunity to obtain quality cleaning at one-half the regular charge

Wear

Clean Clothes

NO CHARGE ACCOUNTS AT THIS PRICE
\

Arthur F. Lamb
— Cleansing /.
Rockland

Dyeing —

Maine
142-144

3230

Christmas
Greeting
Cards

CLOSING OUTALL
TULIP AND
BULBS COLORS
HYACINTH

Wc carry all the latest stjli
Cards and Folders w.th Enve
lopes to match, with your name
engraved or printed.

25% DISCOUNT

25'.' discount cn any and all bulbs. Dozen lota
or more. A splendid variety for your choicz.
Fresh, Clean Bulbs. Holland’s finest bulis, im
ported direct by us. The world's standard of
excellence in quality and beautiful colo:s. Tak ■
advantage of this opportunity today! It will
soon be too late to plant bulbs outdoors.
Tulip Bulbs 55c to £0z per Cozen—off.
Hyacinth bulbs $1.50 to ?2.':5 per dozen, 2j$J off.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND
ti

to;

CHRISTMAS

TREES
Crdcr now! Any size or shape!
Spruce or Fir!
HOUSE SIZE

50c to $1-00

May he called for or will deliver!
Call MR. PAGE
Telephone 117J-J
Rose Hill Farm
Owl’s Head, Me.
143-145

l ant

MAIL
ORDERS
FILLED

Order from leaflet or tell us your needs making
remittance to cover and our cxper.s v/. l select
a splendid variety, cr will ship C. O. D. if you
prefer.

FARM, DAIRY

and

POULTRY SUPPLIES ~ SEEDS

ENDALL 5 WHITNEY
FEDERAL and TEMPLE STS.,

PORTLAND

MAINE

SALE OF IRON BEDS
$3.95 and up
(not includ ng springs)

George Bancroft
“DERELICT”

This is a Genuine Clearance Sale on all cur large stock of Iron Beds, All Fin
ishes, All Sizes, with or without Pane s. From the 3-foot s ze up to the 4foot 6 inches; all are available at unbelievably low prices. This section must
be cleared for incoming goods, hence these beds will be so.d at istoundingly
low prices.

THIS IS A REAL BUYING OPPORTUNITY

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
Telephone 980
313-319 Main St
Rockland, Maine

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

« I

WHEN IN NEW YORK—You can buy
copies of The Comlcr-Gaaette. w'th the
home news, at Rotating's agency, 308
West 40th St.

r-JrJr-TirifirJr-ir-irzfZJgraiajzrajaJgJBrdP-rarafgrzfi i
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MILE-A-MINUTE MARTY
MELLO/

HELLO/-

IS THIS

Mrs. Sadie Leach Visits a Busy City In Southern Germany,
and Sees “The Hollow Iron Maiden”

Sea View Garage, Inc., 689 Main Street

WELL.- ITOOK MY
You
POLLY-ANNe OUT FOR A
THIS CAR . ^5^ Sold me this
YOU SOLD MC’J I, CAR YOU TOlO ME ORIVC IN IT LAST
might/ - idrovb over ■
------------ J CANT
IT WAS JUST THE EVERY LON BLY ROAD
UNOERSTANO THIN CTO TAKE
IN THE COUNTY-AMD ,
IT MR. MILESOut don't - MY GIRL DRIVING THE OURN CAR WOULO KT
worry,we f IN-oiont
YOU?
STALL ONCE/
ALWAYS P A

YOU MISREPRESENTED

well, when

(Thirteenth Installment)
Nuremberg is one of the busiest Castle on the western edge of the hill
THIS IS MARTY
cities in Southern Germany, with there is a view from the balcony that
MAKE----- -0
MILES SPEAKING more than 400,000 inhabitants. presents one of the most picturesque
AN'I’M COMINGAmong the many interesting sights old-world scenes imaginable. The
DOWN TO REGISTER C ,
9
K SlC KICK ON
are the numerous fountains, several chapel in this castle is of BarbarosTHE USCO
of which are worthy of mention—the sa's time and has seen much history.
CAR YOU /
“Minnesingers," done by two modern The house of Albrecht Durer is close
SOLO ME,
sculptors, Kittler and Sadow; Hans to the castle on Albrecht Durer
Schloss.
This
is
well
worth
visiting,
Vischer's
“
Apollo"
in
a
small
court

The Ring has been in power for
«
Magic Valley of Texas,
not only on account of Durers asso
j? This is a land of stange contradic many years until this election. yard of the Rathaus (City Hall); the ciations with it for more than 20
tions, as you in New England know Most of them are very rich. Last Grubel fountain the “Bag piper;" in years but because it is furnished with
Tuesday they were voted out of the picturesque Old Markt the two
We attribute a large measure of success to our ironclad guarantee of satisfaction
life. For instance:
superb fountains, "Great Neptune in such things as were put in the houses
Roosters all start to crow at 11 offlce
the
well-to-do
burghers
of
that
of
In elections for local offices they the center, a copy of the original in
p. m.
time. Durer s father was a Hungari
, Roses grow on trees as large as don't seem to care very much for, the Peterhof at Leningrad, and the an goldsmith who settled in Nurem
Republicans down in southern Texas,I "Schoner Brunen
or "Beautiful
apple trees.
berg soon after the middle of the 15th
Seeds planted in the ground come and my health being very good just, Fountain" <on the north side of the century as assistant to the master
players of the New York legitimate ! role of an adventure-loving sea cap-1 on Bancroft’s ship. He smuggles
STRAND THEATRE
at this time I see no reason for tak- i Markt with its figures of Christian,
up like magic, in three days.
stage,William Boyd, theoriginal ; tain who, to his own surprise, falls in
Jessie on beard, hoping to cause Bangoldsmith named Holper. whose 15Streets are named after birds, bees, ing any chances. If that tall boy Jewish and pagan heroes, its seven year-old daughter he married in 1468.
"What — ----Price, !love with a beautiful girl he knows croft trouble. He does! And from
George Bancroft, whose most re- , Sergeant
—=—-- Quirt
-.—of -.............
with a gun had asked me if I was a! ejectors, its prophets^evangelists and
flowers, trees, shrubs.
he was 40 years old. They had cent successes include "The Mightv,” Glory?" and Bessie Royce Landis, nothing of. The girl (Jessie Royce this point on, the story is carried
r,LJSbf^len when
Children born here have never Mohammedan, I would probably cJjurcJj
18 children, of whom Albrecht, born "Thunderbolt,” and “Ladies Love ! now playing on Broadway in "Solid Landis' wants to make the trip with through a series of highly dramatic
have
said
"yes."
for
reasons
of
'
church
(Church
of
the
Good
seen coal of any kind.
in 1471. was the second. The house Brutes,” is the star of the new Para- South" Bancroft is seen and heard in him to Rio. But Bancroft, realizing scenes, including a terrific tropical
Most people here have never seen diplomacy. There is very little de en> is on the east side of the Markt, in which he was born is still standing mount drama "Derelict," coming next a picture that is sure to rdelight all that it is against the company's storm, to a powerful and convincing
I
and
back
of
it
is
the
famous
“
Little
a lobster or clam, and of course have bate in this part of the world, as
Monday and Tuesday.
j audiences. For "Derelict” is the kind orders to take a woman on board,; climax of unusual intensity.—adv.
near St. Sebaldus Church.
no idea what they taste like.
arguments are still settled with a Goose Man" fountain, the figure of a
----------------"Derelict" is a typical George Ban- ' of picture that compels interest from asks her to wait for his next trip. ,
In the Uffizi Gallery is a portrait
peasant
with
a
goose
under
each
arm
Pink grapefruit grows here.
gun. And this often happens at
of Durer's father, one of the best and croft picture; a suspense-filled action beginning to end. Its action is swift- Jessie, convinced that Bancroft is Nilo's Repair Shop, Spring street,
with
water
flowing
out
of
the
bills
of
No one has a cellar and many do election time. More than half the
most wonderful portraits in the world, romancet in which the burly, two- | ly paced, its situations dramatic and 1 trying to jilt her and bitter at herself will be open Saturday nights herenot know what a cellar could be people go armed all the time, and the geese. Fountains are everywhere, painted in 1490 when the subject was fisted he-man of the screen creates believable, the dialogue brisk and , because she trusted him, turns for after for the special convenience of
in
squares,
on
the
corner
of
avenues,
used for or why one is ever built.
while the border is more civilized
| protection to Bancroft's enemy. Wil- out-of-town patrons. Greasing, headone of his most likable and forceful pointed.
63 years old.
Barber shops and grocery and than it was 20 years ago it cannot in courtyards, etc.
In "Derelict" Bancroft plays the I liam "Stage" Boyd. Boyd is the mate | light adjusting etc.
114-tf
roles. Supported by two talented
(To Be Continued'
butcher stores are all open Sunday be classed even now as a colony of
morning. Bowling alleys and the Chautauqua delegates. The native
On the west side of the Markt is }
atres are also open Sundays and Mexicans who have settled over here the house where was bom in 1449
there are Sunday dances.
to work give very little trouble, for Martin Behaim who went to Portugal
Ears of corn are so large around the authorities deport them if they [ in the interest of trade and was at i,
that it is almost impossible to eat do not behave, and a Mexican with aI the Court of King John about the |
t v
corn on the cob unless you have an good job here does not want to re same time Coulmbus was there sub- ;
over-sized mouth.
mitting his scheme for reaching Asia
turn to Mexico.
Little ornamental concrete, artiby a western route across the ocean. !
• •'<$>$>
flcial-lce houses share residential
Behaim was appointed by King John
One peculiar custom is that they to
corners with ornamental gas filling
investigate
to celebrate a holiday the
____ a further course of
stations, and in these ice is manu start
night before. Tomorrow is Armis- "“''(gation. and he may have been
factured by electricity, a la Frigid- tice Day, and tonight at 9 begin the °ne °f tl?os?wt°wh°7,
XD
I
aire, and sold in 10 cent lumps to sunrise dances in the halls. They ; kmf shubmltt*trtC?S n Pn°J™
motorists on their way home to their nnnpp
.
who reported
against
it. It was
until
H
° .
..
,
dance
until kiinricp
sunrise tnmnrrntr
tomorrow, Also ' ! and
cottages.
in the year of Columbus' great dis
the
theatres
give
shows
starting
at
$4$#
midnight tonight. Along about 3 covery that Behaim on a visit to
Thousands of blackbirds winter a. m. tomorrow everyone will go over Nuremburg made his terrestrial globe
here, many of them with red breasts. to Mexico and many will load up on which we saw in the Germanic Mu
They roost at night in a jungle bad booze, return here at dawn, go seum at Munich. The imperial re
growth six miles to the southwest, to bed—and sleep all through the galia, now kept in Vienna- was at
and every morning at sunrise fly holiday. The answer to this is that Nuremberg for about 350 years, and
over the city, ten miles to the north ordinarily the days are so hot that during the first century of that time
east, where they feed on Kaffir corn they celebrate during the night and was exhibited annually in front Of
the house where Behaim was born. .
and other grain grown on the land sleep while the sun is up.
in that section. At sunset the sky
On a walk in Konig strasse we :
Is clouded with great flocks of them
passed the Marthakirche where the
returning to their roosts for the
"Meistersingers" held their classes,
when Hans Sach was one of them; the
night.
<§> <^
15th century Maulthall. or granery
with its six-storied gable; St. Lorenze
Tuesday, election day, I walked Viz
Kirche with its treasures: the inter- I
over to the fire engine house, where
the voting was being done. There These last days of November esting Nassauer Haus of the 13th
are just two places to vote in town, would seem to bear out Webster's and 14th century, with its beautiful one place over in Mex town for the definition of "Indian Summer: In the oriel windows and high galleries with
Mexicans, and one in the city for the United States, a period of warm exquisite turrets; the Museum Brucke
whites. Around the voting place weather late in autumn, when it is over the River Pagnitz where one obwere special deputy sheriffs, tall, said, the Indians go hunting to sup- tains a fine view of the Old Hospital
6U-foot rangers, wearing wide cart ply themselves with the flesh of wild with its gabled roof and its arches
ridge belts and holsters in which animals for provisions for the win- reflected in the mirror of water; the
Nuremberg Church of the Teutonic-,
were ugly looking guns a foot long. ter,"
We have just had four or five days Knights, founded very early in the
The street was roped off by the traf
fic cops on two motorcycles, one at of warm, hazy weather, in fact real , 13th century where there are many
either end. and they kept traffic Indian Summer. In my saunterings. interesting sights for the student of .
Interiors, too, are exceptional in
In the entire field
clear in case there had to be any through the Fells I saw, as Whittier s sculpture; the Hopmarket in a row ’
shooting. I walked over to one of mother saw in "Snow Bound,’ “where Of com magazines or store houses,
every way. The new mohair and
of
modern
coachthese tall rangers near the fire in sheltered cove and bay the ducks' Nuremberg is the chief market in
black
squadron
anchored
lay.
”
And
,
Europe
for
hops.
St.
Sebaldus'
j
broadcloth/ upholstery is tailored
craft no symbol
house and asked:
“Where do the Republicans vote?" the crows were very, very busy try Church is famous for St. Sebald's
ing
to
drive
the
ducks
out
of
the
lake.
with exceptional smartness. Scats
Shrine. Peter Vischer's masterpiece ,
has come to mean
“Wall, stranger," he replied. “I
think other birds or fowl have in bronze, on which he was occupied
reckon the Republicans down in-this They
are wider and deeper and more
more to the buyer of a motor car
here.
for 13 years. The central window of
he-are county don’t vote vary fre noToright
me there is something glorious the apse is a portrait of Maxmiliian
quently. Are you all a Republican?"
luxuriously cushioned. A deeper
than Body by Fisher. And never has
this late autumn season. I spend j i and Mary of Burgundy, their son '
And as he said this his hand fell in ’thi
windshield and wider windows give
to the handle of the gun in his most of the days out of doors, i Philip the Fair, and the latter's wife.
Fisher’s superiority been more
holster. As my eyes were about on "Around me all things, stark and | Joanna of Castile, daughter of Ferbetter vision for both driver and
seem praying for the snow to1 dinand and Isabella. Philip and
strikingly exemplified than in the
a line with his cartridge belt, this dumb.
Saturday afternoon I varied Joanna were the parents of Charles
was a very noticeable move. I come."
passengers. And beautiful new hard
program and went for a ride with V.
beautiful new bodies of the Bigger
didn't stop to look up two full feet the
• * 0 •
a
neighbor.
We
rode
through
to his face, to note his expression, Medford, Woburn, Winchester, Burl
ware, of modern design, lends a
and Better Chevrolet Six!
Close to St. Sebaldus is the cele
but was quick to reply:
ington.
Bedford,
Concord.
Carlisle,
final note of charm.
“Who. me? No sir-e-e-e, not me. Lexington, Arlington and back to the brated Bratwurst Gochlein where
people of lusty appetites have con
Working with the added advantage
I'm the rankest Democrat you all starting
point.
And
no
time
in
that
ever seen. That's me, Mister. Up drive were we more than 20 miles sumed portions of sausages, sauer
The greater quality and beauty of
of a lengthened wheelbase, Fisher
in Rockland, where I came from, the from Boston, and yet we were as kraut and seas of foaming beer for
Democratic mayor last election won much in the country as though we more than four centuries.
the new Chevrolet-Fisher bodies have
designers have been able to achieve
by just one vote. That was my vote. were 200 miles from that city. Scrub Upon Castle Hill on the northeast
Chmirole
t
Sport
Coupe
FrontvimcoJ
thenme
a counterpart in the many improveBeing a staunch Democrat, I won growth, rocky pastures where a goat corner are the rooms of the BurIn the new Chevrolet a degree of
that election for Our Party, in a hot would have a hard time making a greaves Castle of the 11th century,
menu which have been provided in the chassis of thia
and the famous five-cornered towers
amartness, comfort and impressiveness hitherto con
bed of Republicanism.”
For miles at a stretch we of which four floors are now given
At this, he looked at me and living.
Bigger and Better Six. Among these improvements
did
not
see
a
human
habitation
of
sidered exclusive to cars far higher in price.
over to a museum of instruments of
drawled:
any
kind.
And
yet
we
rode
through
torture
and
punishment.
We
saw
“Wall, stranger, we all got plenty
are a longer, deeper, stronger frame; easier steering; a
Democrats down he-are. and we some of the finest truck garden there the “Hollow Iron Maiden" lined
Inside and out, you will discover scores of refinements
farms
anywhere
to
be
found.
Some
with
spear
points
whose
hinges
closed
more durable clutch; a quieter, smoother-shifting
don't need your help. You all better of the farms were doing fall plowing.
go on back where you all is needed We saw immense pansy beds in full slowly on the poor wretch encased,
that stamp this ear as a masterpiece of modern coachtransmission; and engine refinements which make the
some of the points arranged to pierce
most.” That was my exit cue.
bloom out of doors, passed roadside the eyes and heart: the rack which
work. Radiator, headlamps and tie-bar have been artis
$ & 3,
new Chevrolet a car you will be happy to drive—as
stands galore, on which apples, stretched the body until it came
They have two kinds of Democrats squash, cider, pumpkins, were dis- apart: the wheel and cradle also
tically grouped to create an unusually attractive and
well as proud to own.
here, Good Government Democrats, , played.
spiked, and various devices for pub
distinctive ensemble. Mouldings sweep back from the
and “The Ring." You vote either for "On Thanksgiving day. when from east lic punishment. The methods of ad
and from west
the Good Democrats or the Ring.
ministering punishments and torture
The Bigger and Better Chevrolet Six’ is now on display
graceful new radiator in an unbroken line to blend with
• From north and from south came the
are depicted on post cards for sale in
pilgrim and guest.
What moistens the lip and what bright the tower. There is a wonderful view
in our showrooms. See it today—drive it—and learn
the smart new body contours. And new colors, in care
ens the eye,
from the parapet of this castle.
What calls back the past, like the rich
for yourself that it is the Great American falue!
fully devised combinations, lend a new individuality.
At the Kaiserburg or Imperial
Pumpkin Pie?”
Driving through that fine old town
of Concord, noted for so many fa
mous persons who now lie in Sleepy
Hollow cemetery, I was reminded of
a story told of Emerson. He was
entertaining at his home in Concord
a gentlemen from the middle-west.
When the guest came down to break
fast the first morning of his visit If you have been waiting for
Sport Coupe
The
■ there was pie upon the table, so he prices to reach bottom—come now
Coach ..............
with rumble seat .........
Phaeton
............
said to his host:
for oun are already there!
"Mr. Emerson, do you eat pie for Tremendous Reductions on these
Standard
< q ad
Standard
| breakfast?”
greatest values ever offered. Come
Co ape ...........—
"Certainly sir." replied Emerson, in—nose around and you will see
Roadster .........................
Q
Sedan ...........................
! "that is what pie is for.”
a lot. It will give you an idea
So if I should find pumpkin pie of the unbelievable value offered
Special
Standard FiveSport Roadster
P*
some morning upon the breakfast here. We have a fine selection of
Window Coupe
with
rumble
seat
T
’
y'V
table. I'd know just what to do with Kitchen Stoves, Parlor Stoves and
i it. (A fine Indian Summer after Special Stoves, in fact everything
noon, and Harvard won).
to make a home. We also carry
The Saunterer.
a complete line of Store and
Somerville, Mass.
Office Furniture.
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THE NEW CHEVROLET SIX

SAUNTERINGS

Strikingly beautiful* fleet and smart
—a masterpiece of Fisher styling

CLEARANCE SALE
2nd-Hand Furniture

CLARION

If you want

QUALITY
We have it
If you want

SERVICE
We give it.
If you want

RELIABILITY
We combine all three.

Wood &. Bishop Co.
Established 1839
BANGOR, MAINE
Sold By
A. T. Norwood, Warren
Vrazie Hardware Co., Rockland

EAST UNION
Mrs. Gertrude Starrett of Warren
was a visitor Tuesday at the home
of Mrs. A. W. Payson.
Knox Pomona Grange will meet
Dec. 6 with Pioneer of this place.
John Miller has moved his family
to Rockport.
Earle St. Clair is ill.
Mrs. Angie Merrill of South Hope
was recently the guest of Lucretia
Pushaw.
Lawrence Morton and family were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Morton
in Washington Thanksgiving Day.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Payson were
in Rockland Thanksgiving Day
guests at the home of Edward C.
Payson and family.
Mrs. H. M. Watts is spending a few
days with her daughter Mrs. Donald
Tolman at West Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. C M Payson enjoyed
a pleasant trip Thursday to South
Windham where they were guests at
the home of their son Merton
J L Dornan held the lucky numbeh which drew the turkev Wednes
day night

• » AT NEW LOW PRICES « «
The

8cin

’545

Thc

$ Arid
J
$A

*535

iX / J

*545 Sedan.. .. .. . '.. ..... DOv

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
Formerly occupied by Rockland
Produce Ce.
Telephone 427-R
41 Tillson Ave.
Rockland
llOSTtf

IT’S

Victor Radio

WISE

TO

CHOOSE

A

SIX

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc., 689 Main St., Rockland
••
w

A Musical Instrument
The Orthophonic of Radio

Maine Music Store
ROCKLAND, ME.
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BAY VIEW GARAGE, Inc., Camden, Me.
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